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What Every Doctor Should Know:
A General Medical Update
The tenth annual ski trip for alumni and faculty
and their families and friends
February 1-7, 2004
Hosted by Dean Thomas J. Nasca '75 and Pauline Park '82
For further information call toll-free 1 888 JEFF CME
or consult the website http://jeffline.tju.edu/jeffcme/

Alumni Weekend 2003
October 9-10, Thursday all day and Friday morning: CME program
October 10, 6:00 PM, Alumni Banquet, Jefferson Alumni Hall
October 11, Saturday: Clinic Presentations, Women's Forum,
Dean's Luncheon, Reunion Parties
Watch for the December Bulletin which will include photos
from Alumni Weekend with the annual giving report

Mark Your Calendar 2003-04
September 23, Tuesday
Alumni reception at the American Academy of Otolaryngology,
Head and Neck Surgery, in Orlando, FL
September 25, Thursday
Alumni Executive Committee meeting,
Jefferson Alumni Hall, Faculty Club
October 10, Friday
Alumni reception at the American Academy of Physical Medicine
and Rehabilitation in Chicago
October 12, Sunday
Alumni reception at the American Society of Anesthesiologists in
San Francisco
October 20, Monday
Alumni reception at the Congress of Neurological Surgeons
in Denver
October 21, Tuesday
Alumni reception at the American College of Surgeons in Chicago
October 24, Friday
President's Club Dinner, The Crystal Tea Room, Wanamaker
Building, Philadelphia
November 8, Saturday
Alumni reception at the Association of American Medical Colleges
in Washington, DC
November 15, Saturday
Alumni reception at the American Academy of Ophthalmology in
Anaheim, CA
November 20, Thursday
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital 125th Anniversary
Celebration Dinner, The Crystal Tea Room, Wanamaker Building,
Philadelphia (for information, call Phyllis Nangle, 215 955 9136)

December 2 Tuesday
Alumni reception at the Radiological Society of North America
in Chicago
December 3, Wednesday
Career Day I for sophomore/junior students, Jefferson Alumni Hall
December 4, Thursday
Career Day II for sophomore/junior students, Jefferson Alumni Hall
Alumni Executive Committee meeting, Jefferson Alumni Hall,
Faculty Club
December 12, Friday, 8:00 PM
Thomas Jefferson University Choir and Orchestra
34th annual holiday concert with a presentation of Vivaldi's Gloria,
First Baptist Church, 17th and Sansom Streets, Philadelphia
January 21, 2004, Wednesday
Freshman Beef and Brew Social, Jefferson Alumni Hall,
Eakins Lounge
February 8, Sunday
Alumni reception at the American Academy of Dermatology in
Washington, DC
February 26, Thursday
Alumni Executive Committee meeting, Jefferson Alumni Hall,
Faculty Club
March 12, Friday
Parents' Day for the sophomore class and their families
Alumni reception at the American Academy of Orthopaedic
Surgeons in San Francisco
March 17, Wednesday, 4:00 PM
Senior class portrait presentation in McClellan Hall
April 22, Thursday
Alumni Association Annual Business Meeting
April 23, Friday
Alumni reception at the American College of Physicians in
New Orleans
May 9, Sunday
Alumni reception at the American Urological Association in
San Francisco
June 3, Thursday
Alumni Association party for the Class of 2004
June 4, Friday
IMC Commencement at the Kimmel Performing Arts Center
October 21-23, 2004: Alumni Weekend 2004
October 2005: Alumni Weekend 2005

Don Wa lker photo

Laurie Miller '04
teaches a child to read
at a shelter for
the homeless
(see page 10).
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THE DEAN'S COLUMN by 'Thomas J. Nasca '75
T have just returned from presiding over Opening Exercises on the
1 quadrangle, and the White Coat Ceremony for the incoming
freshmen, the Class of 2007. It brought back many memories,
including my White Coat Ceremony address a couple of years back,
to the Class of 2005. I have some thoughts about our newest class
that I'd like to share with you, which stem from that address. It
went as follows:
"President Brucker, Members of the Faculty, Parents and
Grandparents, Husbands, Wives and Children,
Significant Others, and Members of the Class of 2005:

And so, let me tell you a story in an attempt to expose parts of the
life of one physician. What differentiates this story from traditional
case presentations is that this story is not strictly an objective
medical case history of the patient. Rather, it is a reflection written
by a physician about the impact this patient had on him many years
after the actual event. As you listen to the story, try to place yourself
in the position of the author. Think about your stereotypes of
physicians, and then put them aside.
This story is called, 'In Her Own Time.'

It is an honor and a privilege to be invited to address you
on this very important occasion. I know that many of you
have never participated in a ceremony such as this White
Coat vesting, so I want to place this event in perspective
for you. I'd like to give you my reflections on the significance of this event, not as your dean, but rather as a
physician who sat in those seats exactly 30 years ago, and
has spent his career educating young physicians, and
caring for patients.

Most physicians, if asked to recall a seminal episode in
our education that shaped our apprc4ch to caring for
patients, can recount at least one in vivid detail. If
fortunate, this episode was one in which a patient and
a role model physician helped them through a trying
situation, and aided in their intellectual and emotional
growth. If they were unfortunate, the experiences that
molded them were negative ones. They may have
learned how not to approach the same problem in the
future, or learned an incorrect approach to a problem which they
continue to apply today.

One might logically ask, 'why are you making such a big deal out of
the donning of a stiff and starchy jacket that shows all the dirt, that
wrinkles as soon as you put it on? What is it about this coat that
makes it special? Why would the Jefferson Medical College alumni
think it so important as to give you your first White Coat?'

Those of us who are privileged to be teachers of physicians actively
model behaviors to young physicians in training, propagating the
legacy of teaching, learning, and caring.

Let me try to answer these questions indirectly, by telling you what
this White Coat means to me now, after wearing it for nearly 30
years. And to explore that topic, I must delve into what it means to
me to be a physician.

My personal epiphany was fortunately a positive one. As a young
nephrology fellow, I was assigned to the inpatient service with my
chief, Dr. Serafino Garella. I had completed my first rotation in the
acute dialysis unit with success, and was again feeling the clinical
confidence I had experienced as a chief medical resident the
previous year.

The activities of the physician, the day to day tasks which we
perform, are sensationalized in the press, are the subject of often
trivializing television series, and are derided as expensive and
occasionally unnecessary. Physicians are often stereotyped as
driven individuals performing their art with secondary gain as their
primary motivation. Indeed, the current state of revolution of
health care into a publicly traded profitable commodity threatens to
de-professionalize the caring professions of medicine and nursing.
So, I struggle with how to convey what I believe is a much greater
sense of what it means to be a physician, to the soul of the person
who has chosen to be a physician.
I am a creature of my education, and so I revert to the method
physicians utilize to communicate with each other in teaching,
learning, and the care of patients. This method is called the case
presentation. The physician summarizes the salient aspects of a
patient's problem in order to ask for, or provide assistance to
another physician in the care of their patient. We also use this
technique in teaching physicians-in-training. Case based teaching
and problem based learning are applications of this methodology.
These cases, or stories as I like to call them, may also tell you much
about the author, if you listen between the lines.
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Elaine was a 27 year old African American woman with end stage
renal disease due to insulin dependent diabetes mellitus. She had
endured numerous complications of her disease, including
myocardial infarction (three heart attacks), purulent pericarditis
(infection of the sac around the heart), malignant external otitis
with sloughing of nearly half of her scalp, intractable diabetic
diarrhea, and profound autonomic and peripheral sensory
neuropathy. Peripheral vascular disease coupled with previous A-V
fistula complications had resulted in amputation of a number of her
fingers. She also endured repetitive disfiguring staphylococcal skin
infections. Elaine received intermittent peritoneal dialysis as her
form of renal replacement therapy. Dialysis was provided once per
week for 40 hours in the hospital due to intractable abdominal pain
which required narcotics for pain control. She weighed 78 pounds,
and was described by Dr. Garella as cachectic. She, fortunately, was
not blind.
As a chief resident in internal medicine the year before starting my
nephrology fellowship, I had frequently been asked by the residents
and faculty to participate in difficult clinical decisions, including
cessation of life support, terminal cancer care, and issues centering
around end of life decision making. During that period, I gained
experience and what I felt was a reasoned clinical approach to these
very difficult issues. Thus, as we made rounds together that first
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Wednesday, I felt very confident in asking Dr. Garella, 'Why do we
continued to dialyze Elaine? Why do we continue to put her
through this torture each week? Would it not be best for her to be
permitted to die a quiet death with uremia? Aren't we forcing her
to endure the torment that is her life?'
I can remember Dr. Garella's pensive, almost sympathetic look as
he responded to my question. Rather than provide me with an
answer, he suggested that I come up with the answer to my own
question. Further, he suggested that my primary information
source be Elaine. In other words, he said, 'Why don't you ask her if
she wants us to continue dialysis? In order to answer that question,
you need to ask Elaine what she wants from life.'
And so, after about three weeks of getting to know Elaine (and of
her getting to know me), I asked her why she continued to submit
to this painful process, to return to (at best) a chair ridden
existence at home, waiting for the next dialysis or some
intercurrent complication to bring her back to the hospital.
Elaine proceeded to tell me that she did, indeed almost daily,
question whether she should give up the fight and discontinue
dialysis. She hated the pain. But more, she hated the indignity of
being unable to care for and provide for herself. She had suffered
from diabetes from age two, and felt her life had been stolen from
her. She resented not being able to have children, and realized that
her life could end at any time.
And so, I asked the question again. She looked at me for a few
moments, and then she revealed to me the source of meaning for
her in her life. As she told me her inner feelings and motivations,
an expression of determination combined with love came over her
face. She related that she came from a poor inner city family, and
her brother and sister both were IV drug abusers. Three
offspring—a nephew and two nieces—had been cared for by her
mother, who had also been Elaine's primary caregiver until her
death in the past year.
It then fell to Elaine to assure that the welfare checks were
channeled into food and clothing for the children, and not to drugs
for their parents. She was the physical and moral center of the
family, the nurturer and protector, the matriarch. It was she who
assured that the children were educated, went to church, and
developed values that were consistent with her heritage. Her
mission in life was to give these three children as much of a start in
life as she was able, shielding them from the horrors of drug abuse
and poverty as best she could. To paraphrase her, she said she lived
so those three children could live. She understood that someday
she would have to make the decision to halt aggressive medical
support, but felt that it was 'not yet her time.'
My personal conviction that Elaine should withdraw from dialysis
'for her own good was exposed to me for what it was: a well
meaning projection of my values regarding life and suffering, based
on the isolated medical facts of her situation. Actually, Elaine and I
shared the same impression of the effects of her illness on the
quality of her physical existence in isolation. But the quality of the
totality of her life, the importance of her life in the context of her

family, and the positive impact of her life on the young members of
her family, placed a premium on each day we could provide for her to
be with her nieces and nephew.
In contrast to my fears that this conversation might harm the nascent
doctor patient relationship we were establishing, Elaine was gratified
by our discussion, somehow strengthened with the knowledge of the
level of my (and Dr. Garella's) concern for her suffering.
Our visits then became discussions not only of her medical problems,
but celebrations of the milestones of success she and her family
achieved.
On reflection, after these many years, she had become the mother she
so desperately wanted to be.
In Elaine, I found a heroine. She was stricken with a disease at age
two which would cause her death by age 30. She lived not with
bitterness or anger as her driving force, but rather selfless love of her
family. To care for such a person is an honor, and an experience that
changes you forever, if you let it. Because of Elaine, I look for, and
usually find, good in all my patients. I look for, and often find,
heroism in my patients.
I sometimes think that I will be the best physician I can possibly be,
only when I am able to see courage and good in every patient.
Elaine lived beyond my era as a clinical fellow in nephrology. In
speaking with Dr. Garella some years later, I learned that the time did
come when Elaine felt that she had done all she could. She died 'in
her own time,' having had a meaningful impact on the lives of her
family. Her bravery and commitment to those around her lives on in
me as a person and physician, in many of my students and residents,
and now you, who have heard her story.
I believe that my experiences with Elaine provide examples of the
experiences all physicians have, throughout their careers. While each
patient encounter may not be as poignant, each visit, each discussion,
each telephone call brings the physician in contact with another
person who has placed trust in that physician. Indeed, it is the
extreme level of trust that defines the physician patient relationship,
permitting the sharing of thoughts, feelings, and vulnerability.
The trust afforded the physician rivals the trust we place in our
religious leaders. It is instantaneous (not individually earned based
on years of personal contact), and it is all encompassing. We share
our most private thoughts and feelings, fears, failures, and aspirations
with our spiritual confessor without question. We approach our
physician with the same degree of openness, baring not only our
physical problems, but our deepest thoughts and pains, seeking
physical and emotional health. We submit to invasions of physical
and emotional privacy to a degree not even afforded to our spouses.
Often on the first visit, to a person we know little of, but call 'Doctor.'
This trusting relationship places a higher standard of performance
and a greater level of personal responsibility on each of us. Similar to
the religious leader, the physician must place the needs of the patient
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Positive response of JMC students
in the Class of 2001 through the
Class of 2006 to the question,
"Would you encourage other
students to attend Jefferson?"
Their reactions during year one,
year two, year three, and year
four of their medical school
experience.
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Source. Annual Medical Student Survey, Office of the Dean. and Center
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ahead of his or her own needs. Further, the physician must identify
the patient's wishes, and strive to provide for the needs the patient
identifies, which may occasionally be in conflict with what the
physician thinks is best. The physician becomes the patient's
advocate, seeking what is best for that individual.
The combination of the intellectual rigor of the content of medicine,
coupled with the human and spiritual aspects of serving one's
patients, presents opportunities for lifelong personal growth that are
nearly limitless. I believe it is this mixture of the challenge to heal
the body, coupled with the opportunity to touch the soul (and have
one's own soul touched in the process), which makes the role of the
physician so special.
The experiences I had in caring for Elaine, as well as the many
patients before and after her, confronted me in many ways. I was
forced to recognize, acknowledge, and then shed my personal biases
in order to become receptive to the thoughts, feelings, and needs of
my patients. I was challenged to provide the same level of empathy
and compassion to each patient, regardless of his or her social status,
economic means, and level of reciprocation of trust and kindness. I
was invited to be open to the gifts each person brought to the
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for Research in Medical Education and Health Care, spring 2003.

relationship. These gifts include the opportunity to serve, to share
in the pain as well as joy of the patient, and to rejoice in the
triumph of the human spirit over the physical limitations that we
all possess.
Perhaps the greatest gift I have received has been the touching of
my soul by my patients.
You, the highly intelligent, goal oriented individuals we accept into
medical school, often initially find this level of personal insight,
vulnerability, and receptivity threatening or uncomfortable. You will
often avoid the opportunities to share these important experiences
with your patients. Personal growth, through the interactions with
patients during medical school and residency training under the
watchful eye of a role model physician, will begin to prepare you for
the responsibility and maturity that your patients' trust will
demand. But it often takes years of practice before this level of
insight and receptivity mature.
As I think back on that time in my life, I wonder what permitted
Elaine, and the thousands of other patients I have had the privilege
of serving, to trust me, to share with me their fears and aspirations,
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to permit me to share my gifts with them. What led them to trust me
implicitly?
Elaine's trust in her physician (my mentor) permitted her to believe
that I, a young physician in subspecialty training, would do the right
thing for the right reason, no matter what the consequences to me as
an individual. This trust was based on the trust of those who went
before me. The outward manifestation of my eight years of
preparation for that encounter was, to Elaine, my white coat. Not a
uniform, but an outward sign of purity of motivation, an unspoken
statement that I carried within me the knowledge, skills, attitudes,
behaviors, and values that those before me had demonstrated to
Elaine.
And so, today's White Coat Ceremony is a celebration of that
tradition, that passing of the baton of trust. It is a celebration of your
entry into the profession of medicine. It is a celebration of the
lineage of altruism and service here at Jefferson that began in 1824,
and it marks the beginning of participation in this wonderful
heritage of healing, the relief of suffering, and caring.
I congratulate the new class and their families on this wonderful
beginning, and personally welcome you into the rich and storied
legacy of Jefferson Medical College."
'To those words which I spoke two years ago, I want to add
1 something profoundly symbolic: it was you, our alumni, who
provided the outward sign of the physician to this, and to all our
classes since I became dean. Each year the Alumni Association
provides our freshman class with their first white coats, which they
put on for the first time at this ceremony. This tangible act of giving,
the passing on of a legacy, is a rich tradition you have added to
Jefferson. No matter how far away, you have a direct connection with
each and every Jefferson medical student, from the day they enter,
through graduation.
My second reflection, in thinking about the White Coat Ceremony, is
a sense of loss. Not a loss related to Elaine's passing (she is in a better
place, in her own time). It is a loss of the nurturing educational
environment that you and I enjoyed, catalyzed by the presence of
mentors with the motivation, professional knowledge, humanistic
attributes, and time to dedicate to the rearing of the next generation
of physicians. Nationwide the medical environment has changed
greatly, and each of you can attest to its impact on you. Whether it is
the medical liability insurance crisis, the absence of meaningful tort
reform, the devaluation of primary care and nonprocedural services,
inadequate reimbursement for physicians and hospitals, or the
almost 45 million uninsured Americans, we cannot deny that the
setting and context of our profession has changed profoundly, in
many cases for the worse for our patients and for us physicians.
It is also worse for our students, the lifeblood of our profession.
Whether it is educational debt, the exponentially increasing body of

medical knowledge, the often hostile clinical environment, or the
lack of time of the faculty for direct mentoring due to revenue
generating or regulatory pressures, the context and setting of their
education is being harmed by the national medical environment.
And so, I ask you, as every dean before me has asked you, to be
generous to Jefferson this and every year. The legacy given to you by
those who went before you required constant nurturing and support.
The educational environment you enjoyed requires resources far
beyond those provided by tuition and clinical revenue.
I know many of our younger alumni had negative feelings about their
educational experiences here at Jefferson at the time of their
graduation. It is to them that I direct the graphic on the facing page.
As you can see, the morale and satisfaction of our students is soaring
with recent enhancements in our curriculum and our evaluation
systems. What you wished for, we have accomplished.
The positive response of our students to the question, "I would
encourage other students to attend Jefferson" has soared to over 90
percent in each of the classes admitted after our major curriculum
initiatives. Even more striking is the escalating positive reaction to
this statement in the Class of 2004 between year one and year two,
with nearly every student responding "yes" to this statement.
So, I ask each of you to make some annual contribution to Jefferson,
to assist us in our mission to continue to produce outstanding
clinicians, and to continue your legacy of excellence through these
trying times.
I ask our mid career alumni to each consider an annual donation of a
thousand dollars or more. I ask our younger alumni to consider a
donation of two hundred to five hundred dollars a year. I ask our
youngest alumni, still in training, to consider an annual gift of twenty
five to one hundred dollars. And finally, I ask our senior alumni to
consider an annual gift in keeping with their means, and to consider
including Jefferson in their estate planning.
When I go to foundations and other donors for assistance in building
Jefferson's future, one of the first questions asked is how much our
alumni contribute, and what percentage of all alumni give. I want the
answers to force them to assist us. Currently, they do not.
When the annual fund requests arrive, please consider your donation
in the context of the Hippocratic Oath, and all that your education at
Jefferson has provided you, your family, and your patients.
Please pay it forward by giving back.
Thomas J. Nasca '75
Senior Vice President, Thomas Jefferson University
Dean, Jefferson Medical College
President, Jefferson University Physicians
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The Orbit of My Eye
by Risa Ravitz '05
I got new glasses today. They have that new glasses feeling, clear in
terms of the correct prescription, but every once in a while as my
tired eyes strain to adjust, the world seems to undulate past me.
Maybe some of the impulses traveling to my brain never actually
make it through the Annulus of Zin. My fatigued mind works in
tandem with this strange world as other clips of life appear as they
would if they were wrapped around a big glass sphere. I embarked
on this journey they call a medical education not long ago. But after
a semester of school in a world that has changed more than anyone
could fathom, my swirling vision, trippy glasses, twitchy eyes, and
exhausted mind feel strangely familiar behind the clear lenses that
are now mine. I smile to myself at how appropriate these glasses
really are, and remember how this had begun.
Sitting within a sea of new faces on that warm summer day, I could
see my family among the many proud parents at the White Coat
Ceremony. I smiled at them, and tried to relax. My new starchy
white coat felt itchy and uncomfortable. Or maybe it was the
unfamiliar words I was hearing and then repeating: "to help and do
no harm ..." as I looked at the script of the Hippocratic Oath I was
taking. I tried to concentrate on the words, but couldn't help
wondering about my future here.
Classes began in earnest the following week. Conversations with
peers revolved around endless rumors, lies, and nervous bundles of
anxiety.
"I heard anatomy is really tough. We have to get Netter, Grant,
Moore, Moore and Persaud, and know all 2,000 pages of it!" an
especially excited young medical student exclaimed, her red face
reflecting her accelerated pulse.
"You should all be in this for the learning experience," said one
professor. "I know we are grading you on performance, but those
grades don't matter. Your primary focus should be passing and
acquiring knowledge."
"Grades totally matter if you want a good residency," I overheard a
student say as I walked out of class the same day.
By the end of that first week, my brain was so overloaded with facts
and chores, I decided the only thing to do was to drive the one hour
home and hit the beach for the weekend. Surfing seemed like the
only reasonable thing to do. A storm was sitting off the coast of
South Carolina, and we were getting a nice little ground swell
consisting of two- to four-foot waves. It is uncanny how that
weekend really represented the calm before the storm. I sat in 75
degree water all weekend, swaying back and forth in the gentle roll

This essay won third prize in the 2002 Helen H. Glaser Student Essay
competition held by Alpha Omega Alpha, the national medical honor
society, and was printed in the society's national publication, The
Pharos.
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of the ocean, feeling the ebb and flow of the waves, and taking the
occasion to ride the energy that had traveled many miles for my
surfing pleasure. However, the myriad facts from the last two weeks
began to invade my pace like activation of a latent infection. I sadly
recalled the anatomy quiz waiting on Monday morning and in the
same breath remembered that I also had another class—biochem.
My arrival back at school on Sunday night was met with a scene to
which I would soon get accustomed. Students were crouched in
cubicles, cramming fact after fact into their heads from many sources
of information strewn among highlighters, note cards, tabs, and page
after page of red underlined text. It seemed the only thing that stood
out on these endless pages of notes were random words in their
naked black ink. On this particular evening, all the fuss happened to
be over a quiz worth two percent of our grade. So much for grades
mattering.
Some comfort arrived in the form of two fourth year students I
encountered in the stairwell of my building.
"How are you doing? Are you a first year student?" the one on the
right asked me with a cigarette hanging out of his mouth.
"Yes," I replied a little uncertainly. I braced myself for a monologue
on all the work that was ahead and all the things I wouldn't be able to
do anymore. I couldn't help remembering the comment yesterday
from a second year student who had declared prophetically that I
would have NO LIFE for the next two years.
"So does stuff seem a little overwhelming?" the one on the left added
as he took a drag of his cigarette.
"Yes," I responded casually. "But it doesn't seem that bad," was the
little bone I ventured to throw out, hoping for a respite from all of the
craziness.
"You can fail a lot of stuff before you actually fail the class, you know.
There are lots of quizzes and tests, and it isn't too bad. Don't worry
too much."
"Cool," was my eloquent reply as I felt a small sense of relief wash
over me. I made two mental notes as I walked out of the stairwell:
hang out in the smoking lounge more often, and avoid any student
who would remind me that I would have no life. It was the beginning
of about a thousand mental notes.

Anatomy Lab and the First Dead Bodies
The next morning my e-mail said to report to the fifth floor of
Jefferson Alumni Hall in scrubs for the first anatomy lab. It was my
turn to be nervous. I had heard all of the stories of anatomy lab: the
smells, the juices, the cutting, the hours, the fat, and the way human
tissue dries up like beef jerky if not tended properly. A friend
reassured my jittery nerves when she told me that the only exposed
part of the body was the section being worked on. I thought I could
handle a small surgical field, and, besides, what choice did I have? I
couldn't skip anatomy for the entire semester. This didn't stop me
from taking extra precautions, however, so I didn't eat anything the
September 2003

night before or the day of anatomy. At least if I passed out, I would
have nothing to throw up, and someone could just drag me out of
the room. I cringed at the image of myself being dragged across the
floor by my feet with my head banging against the cold floor.
In the half daze that can only be attained by a night consisting of
merely four hours of sleep, I ambled into the lab a few minutes late.
As soon as I entered, I knew something was wrong. The bodies
were lying on the table, completely exposed, in clear plastic bags! I
felt as if I had walked in on somebody naked. I attempted to look at
nothing, but managed to see, in gross detail, feet with small white
tags around their toes, eyes, shaved heads, painted fingernails,
breasts, arms, legs, faces, and torsos. I struggled through the maze
of appendages and arrived at the table with the little number 34
attached to it, and, much to my chagrin found no lab partners. A
wave of nausea washed over me as I stood there staring at the large
body (with a face and all!), and from about 30 cadavers away I
heard a professor giving instructions. I stood and stared at the large
female, silently thanked myself for probably the fifth time already
for not eating anything, and wondered if I had ever seen a dead
person in the flesh before. The realization that I was not only in the
midst of one cadaver, but 50, hit me, just as the bile in my
esophagus arrived at the back of my palatoglossus.
It was a less than opportune time for my professor to arrive and ask
for help to turn over the body. What could I do? I chewed my gum
harder (I think that gum was the only reason I didn't vomit that
first day), grabbed a piece of the plastic, and turned the other way.
He managed to flip the body over towards me, but the cadaver's
large size and subsequent momentum landed 150 pounds of flesh in
my arms, and I found myself face to face with—the face. Her eyes
were translucent and open, and it was then that I got over the
pounds of flesh, tissue, and skin I was holding. I didn't even mind
the cold, slimy juice dripping down my bare arms, the white
wrinkled skin, or the shaved head with the rope holding it together.
It was her eyes, the windows to her soul, that made my arms shake,
and made me feel that I was violating some unwritten rule of life.
My lab partners had finally arrived, and as I stepped back about two
feet from the body, I thanked myself again for not eating. They
began to unsteadily peel the skin away from her back like an
orange.
About an hour and a half was all that I could handle, and I left early
with a dizzy and sick feeling that even the fresh air of the outside
could not dispel. After scrubbing myself until my arms and hands
were raw, I glanced over the schedule for anatomy. Dissections, 47
of them, almost every day from one to five o'clock. I wondered how
I would get through all of those dissections, and realized that my
stomach was growling even though I was still queasy. I learned later
that the smell of the preserving chemicals stimulated appetite, and I
am still amazed that every time I stood in that lab my poor stomach
growled in the same moments that my mind reeled with distrust
and horror. For the next two days of dissection, I stood a little away
from the body (I had convinced myself that that was indeed the best

view) and subsisted on little food and sleep.
The night of September 10, my surfer buddy down at the beach called
to tell me that the swell was building from another storm, and
tomorrow morning promised six foot walls in perfect waves. Being a
rare event that had to be capitalized on, I decided to wait until the
morning to leave for New Jersey. The right tide wasn't until about
noon, so I attended my nine o'clock class. About halfway through the
lecture, somewhere around the supercoiling of DNA, I couldn't wait
any longer, and snuck out to call the wave report just to whet my
appetite for what was to be waiting for me in a few short hours. With
the promise of a great surf session overtaking my mind, and the glow
of my summer tan still on my epidermis, I ran to the pay phone to
call my friend. To my frustration all circuits were busy and a line was
forming at the telephones on the morning of September 11. When I
returned to class to grab my things to leave for the beach, my
professor went to the podium and announced that we were under
some sort of terrorist attack and that the World Trade Center had just
collapsed.
Just as most people remember where they were when the Challenger
exploded, and my parents can tell me exactly what they were doing
when JFK was shot, I remember watching my professor struggle
through the lecture as cellular phones intermittently rang and a quiet
murmuring echoed through the remainder of the hour. It was so
strange, listening to the intricate details about the latissimus dorsi
and intrinsic back muscles, while trying to fathom that two passenger
planes had knocked down the twin towers.
I made it home that day after all. I was as glued to the TV as most
other Americans, and as I would be for the next five months. After six
hours of the news, I went to the beach. I will never forget that night.
The waves were perfect, the sky was slightly overcast, but the most
incredible thing was the quiet and the perfect sets of waves crashing
along the shore at regular intervals. There was no one around, no
planes in the normally completely dotted sky.
You could feel the quiet. Everyone was dumbfounded, and it seemed
as if the motor of the world had stopped. As each wave crashed onto
the sand, I began to think of the magnitude of what had occurred.
Bodies flying out of windows, no air traffic, no stock market, no
football, no baseball. Two one-hundred-plus-story buildings taken
down with our own planes as the instruments of destruction. Four
passenger planes had gone down. Americans stared at the apocalyptic
skyline of New York City. Even a medical student in the midst of
anatomy and biochemistry, with tests coming up in a few days, was
forced to pause.
I returned the next day to where I started. It seemed completely the
same, 9:00 anatomy, 10:00 biochemistry, 11:00 anatomy, lunch, and
anatomy lab 1:00 to 5:00. Or maybe my world was completely upside
down. Maybe it was 9:00 biochemistry, 10:00 anatomy, 11:00
biochemistry, lunch, and anatomy 1:00 to 5:00. I can't seem to
remember the details. Air traffic was still at a standstill, people were
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stranded in airports, and friends and families were still trying to get
in touch with loved ones in New York City. Exams crept closer.
Hour after hour, I found myself glued to the television, books open
in my lap. Maybe osmosis could occur through my legs and the
important facts I would need to know in a couple of days would
magically travel from my book through my legs, up my aorta,
detour through the chambers of my heart, right on through my
Purkinje fibers, up my carotid, and ledge themselves somewhere
around Menkels cave waiting to come out for exam day.
Later that week, the deans came to speak to us about the resources
available to anyone feeling nervous or anxious about the events that
had transpired. I couldn't think of a reason to feel worried, so I
ignored my strange dreams and lack of ability to sleep, and tried to
make myself be concerned with the upcoming exams. On the
weekend, President Bush addressed the nation. Among other
things, he promised retaliation to those parties responsible for the
acts of terror. As Americans, we were instructed to fight back by
going to work, traveling, flying, eating out, and not letting terrorism
ruin our way of life by doing what we normally do. Well, in that
case, I thought to myself sadly, I think I will just dive right back
into the good old latissimus dorsi, Krebs cycle, and innervation of
the erector spinae. That'll be my good old contribution to the fight
against terrorism. Thanks, Mr. President, I feel much better.
Exams were pretty annoying, watching TV was worse, and lying
awake hour after hour in bed was a nightmare. It was right around
the time that grades were released and my biochemistry professor
was trying to deal with the fact that 22 percent of the class had
failed the exam that the first anthrax victim died in Florida. My
scientifically trained mind mulled over the facts. Anthrax was pretty
rare, it was transmitted by spores, and manifested in three different
forms: inhalation, intestinal, and cutaneous. I searched the Internet
for information and found that the three forms covered a huge
range of symptoms, most similar to the common cold or flu.
Authorities claimed that the victim had been exposed through the
mail system or through something in the building in which he
worked. They told us not to worry. Despair and anxiety came over
me, even as I hoped my prediction that we would see new,
unexplainable anthrax cases would not come true. It was only a few
days later that a member of the U.S. Senate and a New York news
anchorman received anthrax-tainted letters. It wasn't long before
there were new victims of anthrax, and it seemed just the time for
hysteria to erupt.
A few incidents immediately after our second set of exams stand out
in my mind. Since exams had been the previous week, most of us
were sleep deprived, and probably hadn't eaten the best foods, nor
followed the protocol for a healthy lifestyle. Naturally, I came down
with a bad flu and the normal symptoms: fever, aches, joint pain,
earache, and cough. The symptoms seemed to worsen as time
passed. I woke up at about four o'clock in the morning, convinced I
had pain directly in my mediastinum.

Ciprofloxacin before the sun came up. The fever and delirium
resulted in my passing out fully dressed in my bed, still wondering
about my poor mediastinum. The flu went away in a few days. I guess
that behavior can be considered crazy, but the fever of anxiety and
paranoia soon spread. My friend's story was even better. He liked to
study in the hospital building that had classrooms. Late at night and
on weekends he had to go in the back way through the hospital to
reach his house of Zen via a labyrinth of hallways and corridors. One
Sunday night, with the intention of preparing for a Monday morning
quiz, he was walking around there alone, his backpack full of books,
when he noticed a man sort of following him through the corridors.
He also just happened to notice that the man was Middle Eastern, and
with recent scares compounded with the late hour and weirdness of
life, he got nervous and decided at the next group of doors to stop,
and let the man walk ahead of him.
He said to the man: "After you, my friend."
And the man replied in very broken English: "No, sir, you go, what in
the bag?"
"Books. I have a quiz tomorrow," my friend said uneasily.
"What did you want to be?" the strange man asked in the past tense.
"A doctor," was my friend's reply as he quickened his pace through
the doors. Much to my friend's chagrin, the man continued to follow
him.
At this point, my colleague decided it was a bad situation, turned
around, murmured something to the man about forgetting
something, and rushed back to his apartment.
Coincidentally, the next morning he woke up with a bad cold.
As he told me the story I began to share his nervousness. A tingling in
my right Hallucis came as he began his ridiculous proposal of a story
that I knew at the bottom of my heart I could believe actually
occurred. He recalled the events of the night before, and we discussed
the possibility of that man throwing anthrax spores at the back of my
friend's head. We talked about it for hours as the TV spewed
ludicrous news about the crazy events going on in the world. When
would the insanity peak? I remember waking up every morning
prepared for and expecting almost anything. Whether it was a story
about new air security, a new anthrax case, an exam that covered 60
lectures, a student licking a cadaver's gastrocnemius muscle for 10
dollars, or that most people were losing their jobs, it was all preposterous but acceptable in my mind.

Life Back to Normal?

Must be inhalation anthrax, I thought, as I broke into a cold sweat,
got up, and dressed to go to the library to look up the symptoms
again. I figured I could go right to the hospital across the street after
I confirmed my diagnosis on the computer, and would start

Meanwhile, life at school was beginning to return to normal. Well,
almost. I remember standing in the elevator of my building on the
way up to my apartment with two pieces of mail in my hand,
realizing that the doorman had been wearing latex gloves as he sorted
the mail, and that I didn't want to put my mail in my apartment. I
threw the letters away. I found a somewhat effective cure for sleeping.
I spent hours every day playing basketball, so that when I finally did
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get into bed, my body was so exhausted that sometimes I just fell
asleep. That was a treat. But anatomy lab still proved to be very
difficult for me. I never seemed to lose that nauseated feeling, or to
get used to the sounds of body fluid dripping into buckets under
the table.
Matters worsened one morning when the twilight zone, in all of its
glory, arrived after my anatomy professor got up to propose a
question to the students. It had been a long semester in every way
imaginable, and this weekend there was to be a formal ball. A quiz
was scheduled for Monday, which tended to put a burden on the
weekend, and, as an act of kindness, the professor gave us the
choice of having the quiz cover three lectures or nine lectures. Most
of the class voted for choice B, to have the quiz cover nine lectures.
Amazing to me, absolutely amazing! I guess they all figured that it
would make them study the material, and what was the point of
having a more relaxed weekend? I wasn't sure which would feel
better, to hit someone in the temporalis or to get hit in the
temporalis. But again, under the circumstances, I wasn't surprised.
It was right around this time I noticed that people were losing it.
Some people were experiencing mood swings and crying a lot.
Others who weren't normally affected by little things began to fuss
over the dressing on their salads. A lot of us couldn't sleep at night.
I personally discovered a new addiction to chocolate. I bought bag
after bag of Nestle's chocolate chips, put them in the freezer, and
went through the crunchy delights like there was no tomorrow. My
dad went to Costco and bought me a six pound bag of ambrosia
chocolate chips. Six pounds of chocolate chips is a lot of chips. I
received them right after Thanksgiving. They were gone in three
weeks. The chips definitely helped me, and I managed to convince
myself that they were little bunches of energy that I needed. I
bought another six pound bag and started on them immediately.
Finals week was creeping up slowly, and the stress levels here were
topping at their max. I was sick of school, studying, looking at
books, looking at bodies, and we were about to start on the head
and neck in anatomy. I despised every minute I spent in the lab
section. Skulls were broken in four different ways. Eyes were
dissected out, and it seemed like every time I went in there people
would crack the pieces of cranium together. I think I reached my
lowest point around this time. The world was not recognizable
outside the United States, or in the United States. The cadavers
were hardly in human form anymore; there were tongues hanging
out in every direction, eyes sliced open, and entire heads removed
from the top of the spine. Each day it was harder to get up. I had to
go to the lab, and then to the library, and then to the lab, and then
to read more, and then to the lab, and then to the lab again.
Everywhere I turned seemed ugly and horrible.
The lecture on the orbit of the eye struck me as grossly unexceptional. It was described as the cavern in which the eye sits; a set of
walls that offer protection for that delicate little ball that literally
opens up the world to us. I could only wonder, if the eye is indeed
the window to the soul, is the orbit the tunnel of protection for this
delicate window? Another plane had gone down last week in New
York, a little pile of white powder caused a cascade of hysteria, and
a little cough or sniffle still brought a fire of anxiety in the pit of my

stomach. How could the ethmoid plate, zygomatic arch, and maxilla,
the walls that make up our orbits, hold up to the ever pressing issues
that were literally banging down our doors? Was it my orbit's
function to protect my soul from these shocks, as well as from the
minor jerks of my head that shook my eyeballs? I guess those little
bones had a big job ahead of them if they were arches to protect the
eyeball and preserve the soul. But my orbits felt weak, and my eyes
were tired of what they were seeing. I longed to see something
beautiful.
There was about a week until exams, and I should have spent most of
my time studying, but I had bought a huge canvas a couple of weeks
earlier. My painting and drawing materials had been virtually
untouched since entering medical school, as other commitments had
occupied my time. So at about two o'clock in the morning, what else
does one have to do with oneself but lock the door, rip the mirror off
the bedroom wall, and put it up into the bathroom with the extra
lights from the living room? A perfect makeshift little art studio now
stood in my bathroom. It struck me that I might be a little crazy as I
grabbed the canvas and my charcoal, took my clothes off, and stood
in the shower making long feverish strokes on the canvas.
It only took about 45 minutes, but it was by far one of the best
drawings I have ever composed. I looked at the picture, and at the
mirror, and back at the picture. I was covered in the dark charcoal. It
was me, and it wasn't me. That is, what I saw on the canvas
resembled me and didn't, and, likewise, what I glimpsed in the mirror
was and wasn't me.
The beautiful thing about drawing is that you almost never know
what you will get on the canvas. The posture of the figure looking at
me was somewhat downtrodden. The back was not perfectly straight,
the line of the shoulder and clavicles were not perfectly horizontal,
and one of the arms seemed to hang as if under a weight. However,
there was an unmistakable upward tilt of the head, a look of strength.
I noticed that the shadow I had created loomed very large in
proportion to the rest of the body, and although I couldn't see myself
clearly, the figure before my eyes was unquestionably me.
I felt strangely better and couldn't help but feel the smile creep onto
my mouth as I remembered the addendum to the Hippocratic Oath
that I had written to myself the night before school began. With no
disrespect to Hippocrates, my addendum to the oath is as follows:
• I am a surfer, first and foremost.
• I am an artist.
• I am a sister.
• I am a daughter.
• I am a friend.
• Under no circumstances will I give up these things for anyone. For
that would be the biggest disservice I could commit as a doctor. But
as a result of my selfishness you will get the best of me as well.
• If indeed my life and art are all derived from my experiences, I will
do everything to make the canvas beautiful.
Maybe I was wiser six months before I wrote this essay. Maybe not.
Regardless I am adding to my canvas and so I must thank you, little
orbits of my eyes. You are stronger than I thought, and you don't get
enough recognition in anatomy class. JMC
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Students Teach Underserved Children to Read—
in Addition to Providing Medical Care for the Parents
Few would disagree that studying and training to be a doctor make
for one tough job.
That's what makes so remarkable the feat of an extraordinarily
committed dozen students from Jefferson Medical College and the
Jefferson College of Health Professions. Every week during the
academic year, members of the group break from their studies to
spend time teaching young underprivileged children at a North
Philadelphia homeless shelter how to read.
"We saw the need for a literacy program as soon as we went to the
shelter. We wanted to provide the kids with constructive activities
while their mothers attended JeffHOPE's health clinic," explains Amy
Zalcmann '02, who got the program going during her junior and
senior years of medical school. It's one component of JeffHOPE for
Kids, which in turn is a sister organization of JeffHOPE, the volunteer
organization that students founded a decade ago to provide medical
care to the underserved in Philadelphia.
In 2002-03 the literacy effort was led by Joshua Pahys '04 and Pete
Vande Kappelle '03. Amy modestly admits: "I started the literacy
program, but Josh and Pete grew it."

At the end, both tutors and
pupils reluctantly turned to
the task of cleaning up. Amy
told the children, "We gotta
go now. We've got to go and
do our own reading."
Three days after receiving her
MD degree at Jefferson's
178th Commencement in
June 2002, Dr. Zalcmann was
looking forward to her
residency in pediatric
neurology at the Children's
Hospital of Philadelphia.
"There is a definite connection," she says. "I've always been interested
the neurological side of child development. The shelter experience
taught me things I could not have learned elsewhere."
This past year the program has grown even stronger, with many
students involved—following in the tradition of JeffHOPE, which every

Focused yet unassuming, Amy was the only student reading to
children during the academic year 2000-01. Gradually, other JMC
and JCHP students joined, making about a dozen for 2001-02.
Fortunately, the program complies with federal guidelines for workstudy funding, so that it can be part of students' financial aid
packages.
Every Monday evening, several students traveled to the Acts of the
Apostles Church at 28th and Master Streets to teach children from
ages two to 15 in the church basement—the site of a homeless
shelter for about 160 women, men, and children who stay about
nine months.
On a typical Monday, the Jefferson students spent some time in
games with the children, then gradually peeled off in small
groups or pairs for reading or word drills.
A one-on-one focus, the students have found, works best.
After taking a half-hour to settle down a five-year-old who had
thrown a tantrum, Caroline Weston '04 remarked, "These kids
don't normally have a lot of one-on-one attention. So if you
pay attention and show interest in them as individuals, they
respond." After calming down, the boy quietly asked Ms.
Weston, "Can we read now?"
Mr. Pahys echoed this experience. "Unfortunately, these
children don't have a lot of focus or structure in their lives.
We found that by separating them from the group, one or two
will focus on one of us as they read or play a game with us.
Out of the group, which can sometimes be chaotic, they are
incredibly interested. They often literally cling to our legs,
arms, or backs because they don't want to let go of us."
12
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year sparks enormous
participation rates
among JMC students.

Below, Amy and
Josh sort through
donated books.
photos by Don Walker

"We're continuing to
send students out each
week to two or three of
the shelters," Josh
reports. "The students at
the Village shelter in
North Philadelphia are
usually older and we
have been able to help
them with some SAT
prep work, as well as
tutoring in other school
subjects. We have two
students on staff who
previously were employed by the Kaplan company which offers SAT
prep courses, so they're working with the older students at the
Village to help them prepare for that test.
"The ACTS shelter kids are mostly elementary school age, and our
focus is reading and writing. We have had programs such as the
book challenge (read a certain number of books, give a report, and a
party is thrown at the end of the year with prizes given out to
students who achieve their goals), a host of reading and writing
games, and word Bingo for the younger kids. We also just completed
a successful book drive for our little library at the ACTS shelter,
which provided some much needed new material for the kids."
—adapted In part from a story by Voce Walsh
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APPOINTMENTS

Keen Will Lead the
College of Graduate Studies

McKenzie Named VP for Science Policy
and Technology Transfer

Cell biologist James H. Keen PhD, Professor of Microbiology and
Immunology and Associate Director of Jefferson's Kimmel Cancer
Center, has been named Dean of the Jefferson College of Graduate
Studies of Thomas Jefferson
University. Dr. Keen
succeeds Jussi Saukkonen
MD, who is retiring.

Steven E. McKenzie MD PhD has been named to the newly created
senior officer position of Vice President for Science Policy and
Technology Transfer at Thomas Jefferson University. His
appointment was announced by University President Paul C.
Brucker MD.

Dr. Keen brings a stellar
record of both research and
academic experience to this
position. His research has
focused on the biochemistry and cell biology of
membrane trafficking, a
field that describes how
materials are internalized
by cells and targeted to
specific intracellular
destinations. The work has
had direct impact on our understanding of the molecular
mechanisms underlying diseases as diverse as atherosclerosis,
cancer, and neurological dysfunctions. His laboratory currently is
supported by three grants from the National Institutes of Health,
which has continually funded his work since 1980. He will
continue his research activities in addition to assuming the
administrative responsibilities of the dean's office.
Among his many posts, Dr. Keen has been chair of predoctoral and
postdoctoral training programs at the Kimmel Cancer Center since
1991, and director of the PhD graduate program in molecular
pharmacology and structural biology in the College of Graduate
Studies from 1991 to 1998.
On the national level, he has served on study sections for the NIH
and the American Cancer Society, and has been a member of the
NIH Board of Scientific Counselors on multiple occasions. He has
been an editorial reviewer for such peer reviewed journals as Cell,
Science, and Nature.
His articles have appeared in Nature, the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, the Journal of Cell Biology, and Cancer
Research. His work was featured as the cover article of the
inaugural issue of the journal Nature Cell Biology in 1999.
Dr. Keen earned both his bachelor's degree and a PhD in biochemistry from Cornell University. He was a postdoctoral fellow at the
NIH from 1977 to 1980.
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Dr. McKenzie, Professor of Medicine and Pediatrics at Jefferson
Medical College, currently is Director of Jefferson's Cardeza
Foundation for Hematologic Research and the Division of
Hematology, a position he
has held since 2000. He was
formerly based at the duPont
Hospital for Children in
Wilmington, where he was
the laboratory head of
hematology/oncology
research and director of the
molecular imaging core
facility. He has been an
attending physician in
hematology at Thomas
Jefferson University Hospital
since 1996.
Dr. McKenzie has been an
investigator on National
Institutes of Health grants in which scientists use state-of-the-art
microarray technology to watch patterns of gene expression,
hoping to uncover the molecular signatures of how cancer and
other diseases begin. He is supported by the National Heart, Lung,
and Blood Institute for studies of platelet and blood clotting
disorders. He and his group created the first authentic mouse
models of major human blood platelet diseases.
Dr. McKenzie will continue his clinical and research activities at
the Cardeza Foundation where his work includes collaboration
with several faculty members to focus on bleeding and clotting
disorders as well as vascular biology.
He has been a member of review committees for the National
Cancer Institute and the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute.
In addition to authoring numerous articles himself, he has been a
reviewer for many journals, including Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, Nature Biotechnology, The Journal of Clinical
Investigation, and Blood.
A Princeton graduate who earned his MD and his PhD in bioengineering from the University of Pennsylvania, Dr. McKenzie remains
an Adjunct Professor of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering at
Penn. His training in hematology/oncology was at Children's
Hospital of Philadelphia, and he was a faculty member at Penn
before joining Jefferson as an Associate Professor in 1996.
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Gerard Berry '75 Appointed Vice Dean
for Research at the Medical College
Gerard T. Berry '75 has been appointed Vice Dean for Research at
Jefferson Medical College, announced Dean Thomas Nasca '75.
Dr. Berry joins Jefferson from the Center for Genetic Research at
the Children's National Medical Center in Washington, DC, where
he was Chief of the Division of Metabolism and directed the
Biochemical Genetics and
Molecular Diagnostic
Laboratory. He was also
Professor of Pediatrics at
George Washington
University School of
Medicine and Health
Sciences.
"Dr. Berry has made
seminal discoveries in
disorders affecting
children with disordered
metabolism," Dr. Nasca
notes. "He brings
experience and insight that
will benefit our faculty in
basic research, as well as clinical studies that translate into direct
benefit to patients."
After graduating in the same medical college class as Dr. Nasca,
Dr. Berry completed a residency in pediatrics at Thomas Jefferson
University Hospital, and clinical and research fellowships with the
divisions of Biochemical Development and Molecular Diseases,
and Endocrinology and Diabetes at the Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia in 1981.
Prior to joining Children's National Medical Center in 2001, Dr.
Berry was senior physician in the divisions of Endocrinology and
Diabetes, and Human Genetics and Molecular Diseases at
Children's Hospital. He was also Professor of Pediatrics at the
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine.
From 1995 to 2001, Dr. Berry served in the Division of Medical
Genetics, Department of Medicine, at the Hospital of the
University of Pennsylvania, and was a member of the Cell and
Molecular Biology Graduate Group at the University of
Pennsylvania.

for which he is the corresponding member for the United States,
and the Society for Inherited Metabolic Disorders, of which he
chairs the Newborn Screening Committee and is a member of the
board of directors.
The author of numerous original papers, abstracts, and book
chapters, Dr. Berry is also an ad hoc reviewer for numerous
journals including the Journal of Biological Chemistry, Journal of
Clinical Investigation, Journal of Neurochemistry, Pediatrics, Annals of
Neurology, Journal of the American Medical Association, and New
England Journal of Medicine. He is also Associate Editor of Diabetes.

Flomenberg to Direct the
Division of Medical Oncology
Neal Flomenberg '76 has been appointed Director of the Division of
Medical Oncology of the Department of Medicine, announced
Arthur M. Feldman MD PhD, Magee Professor and Chair of the
department. A Professor of Medicine at Jefferson, Dr. Flomenberg
has been Acting Director of the division for more than a year.
The selection of Dr. Flomenberg culminates a year long national
search, conducted with a professional search firm and an external
advisor. Feldman said the national search had established several
criteria for candidates: expertise in the field; an outstanding
pedigree in terms of training; documented leadership experience;
documented accomplishments in basic, translational, or clinical
research; and a record of interdisciplinary collaboration.
"The search committee was able to identify a number of candidates
who fit these criteria, and one individual stood out," said Dr.
Feldman. "An AOA graduate of Jefferson who received his internal
medicine training at Albert Einstein College of Medicine and his
hematology/oncology training at Memorial Sloan-Kettering in New
York; an accomplished investigator with over 100 publications; an
outstanding track record of NCI funding; superb administrative
experience with documented success in program building; and
outstanding clinical and teaching skills. Fortunately for us, that
individual was right here on campus—Dr. Neal Flomenberg.
"Although Dr. Flomenberg has much work ahead of him, the search
committee and I are confident that Neal will help place Jefferson
among the top clinical oncology programs in the nation," Dr.
Feldman concluded.

Dr. Berry has been principal investigator for numerous National
Institutes of Health and other research grants in pediatric
metabolism, genetics, and diabetes. He is a member of the National
Newborn Screening and Genetics Resource Center of the Genetics
Advisory Committee. International societies in which he is active
include the Society for the Study of Inborn Errors of Metabolism,
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Brucker to Retire After 14 Years as University President
At the annual meeting of the Board of Trustees in July,
Paul C. Brucker MD, President of Thomas Jefferson
University since 1990, announced his intention to retire,
effective June 30, 2004. Announcing his decision now, Dr.
Brucker noted, will allow the board to begin a deliberate
and systematic search for a new president, and provide for
an orderly transition.
Chairman of the Board of Trustees Douglas J. MacMaster
Esq. stated that the board accepted Dr. Brucker's
resignation with regret and that "the trustees are deeply
appreciative for all that Dr. Brucker has accomplished
academically, administratively, and financially to
strengthen the university. TJU has prospered under his
leadership, and we are fortunate that Dr. Brucker has
agreed to serve as President Emeritus, so that the Jefferson
community can draw upon his expertise and experience."
Also at the board's annual meeting, Mr. MacMaster
announced his intention to step down as chair at the end
of his term on December 31, 2003. The trustees
nominated and enthusiastically elected Ben Burke Howell
Esq. as Chair-elect to take office on January 1, 2004.

exceptional Board of Trustees, students, faculty, administrators, and alumni who have shared their talents and
energy, particularly during an extremely critical and
challenging period of Jefferson's history.
"I am proud of our efforts to reaffirm the university's
mission," he continued, "and I have every confidence in
the strength of my administrative colleagues, the
dedication of our faculty and alumni, and the strong
leadership and clear vision of our trustees that Thomas
Jefferson University will continue its exceptional legacy"
Dr. Brucker came to Jefferson in 1973 as the first Alumni
Professor and Chair of the Department of Family
Medicine. His devotion to the Jefferson family and his
desire to work collaboratively with members of the
university community to build upon its long history and
strong traditions encouraged him to pursue the presidency
in 1990. "I thank all of my colleagues who have made this
a most rewarding experience," Dr. Brucker said.
A search committee is being formed to review the responsibilities of the president, and create a timeline for a
nationwide search.

Dr. Brucker stated, "Since I began serving as President in
1990, I have been honored to have worked with an

Brucker and Asbell Honored by the Philadelphia County Medical Society
Paul C. Brucker MD, President of Thomas Jefferson University,
received the Strittmatter Award, the highest honor of the
Philadelphia County Medical Society, at its annual gala in June. Also
honored was Sucha 0. Asbell R0'71, who is Chair of Radiation
Oncology at Albert Einstein Medical Center (a member of the
Jefferson Health System). Dr. Asbell received the society's other major
annual prize, the Cristol Award, which is given to a physician who
has made a significant contribution to the society, furthering and
enhancing its educational, scientific, and charitable goals, as well as
the purposes of organized medicine.
Dr. Asbell did her internship and residency in radiation oncology at
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital. She joined the Einstein staff 28
years ago, and has held the position of Chair of Radiation Oncology
at Einstein for the last eight years. She has authored or coauthored
more than 100 articles.
Dr. Asbell has been active in the Philadelphia County Medical Society
since 1972, serving as chair of several committees including cancer
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control, public health, and medical studies. She has served on the
PCMS Executive Committee and been a Delegate to the Pennsylvania
Medical Society.
In addition, Dr. Asbell has served as Secretary of the American Society
for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology, and President of the
Philadelphia Roentgen Ray Society. She was elected to be a delegate
from the Pennsylvania Radiology Society to the national meetings of
the American College of Radiology. She also serves on the Executive
Committee of the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (a national
research group) and has done so for eight years. Locally, she served as
President of the Philadelphia branch of the American Women's
Medical Association and has served on the Cancer Regional Studies
Review Committee of the National Caner Institute, Division of
Extramural Activities, from 1983 to 1986. Dr. Asbell has received
awards from the American Cancer Society, the Medical College of
Pennsylvania, and the Women's Division of Israeli Bonds. Recently
she won the American Association for Women Radiologists President's
Award and the J. Stanley and Helene M. Cohen Research Award.
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OPERATIVE NOTES

Combining Two Types of Radiation Therapy Improves the Treatment of Brain Cancer
Adding stereotactic radiosurgery after whole brain radiation therapy
helps certain patients with cancer that has spread to the brain live
longer, says a new study.
In as many as one-third of all patients with lung and breast cancers,
the disease spreads to the brain, leaving few good options. The
disease causes neurological problems, and many patients live only
about four months. Chemotherapy has been relatively ineffective in
shrinking tumors and improving quality of life. "It's a substantial
problem and progress in their management has been quite slow,"
says Walter Curran Jr. MD, Professor and Chair of Radiation
Oncology, and Clinical Director of Jefferson's Kimmel Cancer
Center. On the national level, Dr. Curran chairs the Radiation
Therapy Oncology Group, a federally funded cancer clinical trials
group which carries out multidisciplinary research nationwide and
which conducted the study.
The standard treatment is two to three weeks of whole brain
radiation, which helps improve neurological function and quality of
life. Between 1996 and 2001, researchers at Jefferson Medical College
and elsewhere randomly assigned 333 patients to receive either
whole brain radiation therapy alone, or whole brain radiation
therapy followed by stereotactic radiosurgery. The latter, used to

treat benign tumors, entails delivering radiation to specific areas of the
brain while sparing healthy tissue.
They found that patients with a single brain metastases who received
radiosurgery immediately after whole brain radiation lived on average
one to two months longer. Those with two or three brain metastases
who had "good performance status" had some improvement in
survival as well, says Dr. Curran. Those without a "good activity level"
didn't do as well. His team presented its results at the annual meeting
of the American Society for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology.
"It's the first time any trial using nonoperative therapy has shown a
survival advantage in these patients," notes Dr. Curran. "We had no
evidence whether or not using it at the time of diagnosis would be
beneficial. The only time we've shown survival advantage before was
surgical removal. Now, for the first time, something that is not an
operation makes a difference.
"Intuitively, it makes sense," he says. "Because this has been such a
difficult group for which to change survival, we found it gratifying
that we could show a positive result." The researchers hope to be able
to add medications to the treatment program to further improve
survival.

Comprehensive Epilepsy Center Begins Landmark Study of Early Surgery
Jefferson's Comprehensive Epilepsy Center is currently enrolling
participants in a landmark clinical research study of two standard
therapies for treating epilepsy. It compare the ability of each to
eliminate seizures and side effects as soon as possible, and to
improve quality of life, for patients with mesial temporal lobe
epilepsy, the most common form of epilepsy.
The Early Randomized Surgical Epilepsy Trial (ERSET), a
nationwide study sponsored by the National Institute of
Neurological Disorders and Stroke, will compare treatment with
medications or surgery shortly after seizures become uncontrolled,
to determine which is more effective. Jefferson is one of 19 centers
participating in the study.
"It has been argued that early surgery for this syndrome may prevent
the development of irreversible adverse psychological and social
consequences and rescue patients from a lifetime of disability,"
explains Michael Sperling MD, Professor of Neurology and Director
of the Comprehensive Epilepsy Center.
"But as early surgery has not been proven, this concept must now be
put to the test. If proven to be true, it would have a profound impact
on the treatment of a disorder that accounts for one-quarter to onehalf of the burden of epilepsy in the United States," Dr. Sperling
explains.
More than 2.3 million Americans have epilepsy, and it frequently
affects children and young adults in the most critical years of their

development. Medication is the most common treatment option, and
surgery is often considered a last resort.
But at least 30 percent of individuals with epilepsy experience
seizures that do not respond to medication. There are more than 20
antiepileptic medications, and specific therapies often depend on a
patient's seizure type and how long they have been having seizures.
Surgery is typically offered to people who have had uncontrolled
seizures for two years or more.
Many clinicians remain uncertain about when to offer surgery. The
most current data available, which are from 1990, show that only
2,000 of the 100,000 eligible patients actually underwent the
procedure despite the failure of medications to control their seizures.
Surgery for mesial temporal lobe epilepsy involves the removal of a
small amount of brain tissue that is the source of the person's
seizures. There have been reports, including one published in the
August 2, 2001, issue of The New England Journal of Medicine, that
claim that surgery is superior to the medical treatment of
longstanding MTLE.
If determined eligible, participants in the new study will be randomly
assigned to treatment by surgery with medication, or by medication
only, and all will receive antiepileptic medications based on the best
possible plan designed by epilepsy experts. After two years of followup, participants who received medication only will have the option to
undergo surgery if they still experience seizures. Visit www.jeffersonhospital.org/epilepsy for more information.
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Jefferson Educators Seek to Improve Physician Empathy
Medical education researchers at Jefferson are looking to educate
physicians who can better relate to their patients and their experiences. Evidence indicates that a doctor's interpersonal skills and
empathy are important factors in how well a patient fares.
To try to better understand patients' experiences and find ways to
improve empathy among physicians, they have developed the
Jefferson Scale of Physician Empathy. The scale asks students and
physicians to rate their agreement or disagreement on a number of
issues. For example, one item says: "Empathy is a therapeutic skill
without which success in treatment is limited." Another one goes on:
"It is difficult for me to view things from my patients' perspectives."
The scale is the first to be developed to specifically measure empathy
among medical students, physicians, and other health professionals
in patient care situations.
Empathy, historically, has been difficult to measure, says
Mohammadreza Hojat PhD, Research Professor of Psychiatry and
Human Behavior, who helped develop the scale.
While knowledge and clinical skills are important, the personal
qualities of the physician count for much as well, he says, particularly
in evaluating overall physician performance. "Professionalism in
medicine includes compassionate care, and physicians should be
trained to provide such care," Dr. Hojat says. "One component is
empathy. It should be measured to find out which physicians may
need more of it, and how to improve it among medical students and
physicians."
Dr. Hojat and his colleagues have already published several studies in
which the scale was used in samples of medical students, residents,
practicing physicians, nurse practitioners, and registered nurses.
They summarized their research findings in May in the inaugural
issue of Seminars in Integrative Medicine. The group found, among
other things, a drop in empathy among third year medical students at
the end of the academic year when compared to the beginning.
Co-author Sal Mangione MD, Clinical Associate Professor of
Medicine, suggests a number of reasons, none of which may explain
fully why such a drop was seen.
"There is a general awareness that something makes us
jaded—maybe from a combination of a need to shield ourselves from
pain and suffering to the nature and intensity of medical training,
which is sometimes dehumanizing," says Dr. Mangione.
Still, losing some sense of empathy may not necessarily be a bad
thing. It may allow students and physicians to better cope with some
situations they may encounter, notes co-author Joseph S. Gonnella
MD, Emeritus Dean and Distinguished Professor of Medicine at
Jefferson Medical College.
Dr. Mangione isn't sure that teaching empathy—if indeed empathy
can be "taught"—is necessarily neglected in medical schools. He says
that the medical system itself is what has gone awry. It's difficult
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today to be a physician with sufficient autonomy, given the restrictions
placed by insurance companies.
"Physicians aren't dealing with patients, but rather, with a system that
is between the patient and the doctor," he says. "There's less of a direct
relationship now. Doctors spend less time with patients than they have
in the past." As a result, "some people may perceive us as not caring."
Many medical school programs around the country are trying to
develop ways to teach empathy, he says. The most successful ways
seem to involve student role-playing to get a better feel for what the
patient is experiencing.
"It's clear that empathy is an extremely important issue to address in
medical education," notes co-author Thomas J. Nasca '75, Dean of
Jefferson Medical College and Senior Vice President of Thomas
Jefferson University. "Further, with effective measurement tools, we
will eventually be able to evaluate this important humanistic attribute
with a goal of enhancement of physician effectiveness."
But just how much empathy is enough? "We're trying, in our research,
to find out the essential level [of empathy] that needs to be maintained
for many physicians," says Dr. Gonnella. "We think the scale we've
developed will be a useful tool in helping provide us with some
insights."
According to Dr. Hojat, interpersonal skills and empathy play a role in
the patient's outcome. "Physicians who can understand the illness
from the patient's point of view can render better care," he says. "A
basic human need is fulfilled when an empathic relationship is formed
between a physician and his or her patient. When the patient feels the
physician can understand him, that in itself seems to have a
therapeutic effect."
The scale could be used in several ways. It might help, for example, in
evaluating an educational program for its value in training physicians.
And if, as some believe, students become cynical as time goes on,
particularly after they've begun clinical training, the scale could help
empirically test this as well.
Dr. Hojat and his colleagues have some suggestions for developing
greater empathy. "One of the factors that can contribute to more
empathy is to have physicians read literature, to be aware of human
suffering," he says.
Physician education might also focus on improving interpersonal
skills. "We need a formal, targeted educational program to improve
empathy in medical students," he says. "This attribute could be
improved if targeted education was given appropriately."
The scale has proven popular. The group has received a large number
of requests for permission to use the scale, and it has been translated
into Spanish, Italian, and Hebrew.
Mike Magee MD, senior medical advisor and director of the Division
of Medical Humanities Initiative at Pfizer, Incorporated of New York,
was also a co-author. JMC
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Genetically Engineering the Tobacco Plant to Produce Antibodies Against Rabies
Researchers at the Biotechnology Foundation at Jefferson have
genetically engineered tobacco plants to produce human
proteins—antibodies—against rabies.

hamsters inoculated with a lethal dose of "street" virus.
"The antibody produced in tobacco is as good as the antibody
produced in animal cells," says Dr. Koprowski, noting that tobaccoderived human rabies antibody should be safer and less expensive to
produce.

Scientists led by Hilary Koprowski MD, Professor of Microbiology
and Immunology and Director of the Biotechnology Foundation
Laboratories, and Kisung Ko PhD, research associate at the
foundation, have inserted DNA coding for an antibody against the
rabies virus into tobacco plants. The plants, in turn, become
factories churning out antibody. The report appeared in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

Rabies, which is fatal and incurable, is usually acquired through the
bite of an infected animal. If treatment with antibody and vaccine is
given as soon as possible after exposure to the virus, it may prevent
rabies.

According to Dr. Koprowski, who created the vaccine currently
used against rabies internationally, there is a worldwide shortage of
antibodies against rabies. They are expensive to obtain from
humans, and antibodies derived from horse blood carry unwanted
side effects.

Dr. Koprowski points out that an antibody would be used in cases of
severe animal bites. "A vaccine might be too late to develop
antibodies," he says. "The recommendation is to first inject the
antibody serum, then give the vaccine," which in turn elicits the
production of antibodies for long term protection.

The researchers first showed that the antibody could neutralize
rabies virus and prevent infection in mice. Using plant antibody,
Chuck Rupprecht DVM, chief of rabies at the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention in Atlanta, was able to prevent rabies in

Dr. Koprowski stresses the need for a commercially available
antibody against rabies. Up to 50,000 cases of human rabies occur
annually in Asia (40 percent in children), and 7.5 million people
receive the treatment after exposure. JMC

Scientists Uncover HIV Escape Route from Drugs and Vaccines
Virologists at Jefferson Medical College may have discovered a new
way by which HIV, the AIDS virus, can evade both anti-viral drugs
and vaccines.
Researchers had reported last summer that a protein called CEM15
is a natural inhibitor of HIV, acting as a brake on HIV's replication.
They also showed that an HIV-encoded protein, Vif, or Virion
infectivity factor, counteracts CEM15. Vif, in effect, is a shield to
protect HIV from a host cell's defenses.
But how CEM15 worked was something of a mystery. Now, Hui
Zhang MD PhD, Bin Yang PhD, and their colleagues at Jefferson
have found that CEM15 renders HIV essentially dead by altering
newly made HIV DNA, causing mutations and preventing
replication.
At the same, the researchers showed that HIV and Vif can subvert
this system, enabling the virus to instead make myriad mutations
of itself. The major obstacle to creating anti-HIV drugs and
vaccines is the virus's propensity to mutate quickly and often. The
researchers reported their findings in the journal Nature.
"This is an important finding because it may be a reason why HIV
can escape from vaccines and develop resistance to antiviral
drugs," says virologist Roger J. Pomerantz MD, Professor and
Director of Jefferson's Center for Human Virology and Biodefense,
and a co-author on the Nature paper.

According to Dr. Zhang, who is an Associate Professor, Vif is a
regulatory protein needed for the virus to grow and make infectious
viruses from certain cells. CEM15 is relative newcomer to the
known array of host defense systems.
But little was known about how CEM15 inhibited viral replication.
In the Nature paper, he and his colleagues describe results from
work in their laboratory showing that CEM15 attacks newly synthesized viral DNA. CEM15 works by either biochemically degrading
such DNA or, alternatively, causing a "lethal hypermutation" and
killing the virus.
In the process of replicating, HIV mutates at a rate 1,000 times
higher than normal cells. This high rate of mutation during
replication, Dr. Zhang says, has been thought to be the driving force
behind viral genetic variation, and the reason it has been so difficult
to create treatments against—or to prevent—HIV infection.
"No one knew the entire reason why HIV makes a hypermutation,"
he says, explaining that during a process called reverse transcription
(RT) that occurs in replication, the HIV mutation rate greatly
increases. "This paper shows that hypermutations aren't only
caused by HIV RT, but are also made by CEM15, a host defense
system.
"HIV is smart," he says. "The virus sees that CEM15 is going to use
hypermutation as a way to defeat and kill it. The virus uses a shield,
continued on next page
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Vif, to protect itself. At the same time, the virus hijacks the antiviral
defense system and uses a `non-lethal' hypermutation process to
make more mutations. It turns it into its own weapon."
Accumulating such non-lethal hypermutations means HIV is
essentially "using CEM15 to drive genetic variation," Dr. Zhang
says. "These are preliminary data, but it is a beginning. It opens the

door for more research. People have to think about the fact that host
defense-caused hypermutation may play a role in genetic variation. It
could be a key to know how HIV resists drugs and escapes from
immunosurveillance and vaccines."
The researchers are now trying to understand better how HIV Vif
fights back against CEM15. JMC

GIFT OF HEALTH

Alumni Trust Supports Medical School Scholars
Fifteen Jefferson Medical College students were the
recipients of Dr. James D. and Jennie M. Beach
Memorial Scholarships for the 2002-2003 academic
year. This scholarship fund, which has benefited
selected JMC students for a decade, was initiated by
the Beaches' son, who established the Edward P.
Beach Charitable Trust to honor his father, Dr. Beach
'1895, and mother.
The Dr. James D. and Jennie M. Beach Memorial
Scholarship Fund is an example of how a son's
determination to memorialize his parents and pay
tribute to his father's loyalty to Jefferson continues to
assist JMC students in financing their studies. It also
allows Jefferson to identify talented and highly
motivated students and provide support for their
educations. The Beach Scholars are encouraged to
excel through this generosity, thereby continuing an
inspiring legacy.

Six of the 15 recipients of the Dr. James D. and Jennie M. Beach Memorial Scholarships
for 2002-2003 are pictured with Clara A. Callahan PD'82 (back row, left), Vice Dean
for Academic Affairs; Rosemary McCollum (back row, second from left), Vice President,
Deutsche Bank Trust Company, New York, administrator of the Edward P. Beach
Charitable Trust; Susan Batchelor (back row, second from right), University Director of
Financial Aid; and Charles A. Pohl '87 (back row, right), Associate Dean of Student
Affairs and Career Counseling. The Beach Scholars shown are (front row, left to right)
Rituparna Das '03; Andrew Burchard '03; Margarita M. Scott '04; (back row, third
from left to right) Paul Leibrandt '03; Esa Bloedon '03; Sidney Jacoby '03.

In a challenging economy, JMC students and their
families face a rapidly escalating cost for their
medical education. The majority of Jefferson
students receive financial aid, and this is available
for many of them through private scholarship and
loan funds established by faculty, alumni, their
families and friends. This philanthropy not only
allows students to benefit from the excellence of a Jefferson
education, but it is also acknowledges these benefactors' appreciation for what Jefferson offers its students.

Edward P. Beach, the son of JMC graduate James D. Beach, is an
excellent example. His career as a broker with C. J. Lawrence was
very successful. When he died in 1991, at the age of 93, Mr. Beach
was a widower with no children. Before his death, he established a
charitable trust in his will, with the instructions that the funds be
"as a memorial to Jennie M. Beach, my mother, and to Dr. James D.
Beach, my father, who graduated from Jefferson Medical College.
Dr. Beach practiced for over 50 years and my mother aided and
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abetted his every effort and her son now gives her his full measure
of devotion."
To date, the Edward P. Beach Charitable Trust has provided the
Beach Memorial Scholarship Fund with more than one million
dollars in support. During 2002-2003, scholarships totaling
$201,748 supported students from several current classes, fulfilling
Mr. Beach's commitment to honoring his parents. This bequest gift
continues to demonstrate the special esteem that both Mr. Beach
and his parents held for Dr. Beach's alma mater by assisting future
generations of Jefferson physicians.
Visit the Jefferson Office of Institutional Advancement at
www..tju.edu/jeffgiving
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ANNALS OF THE MEDICAL COLLEGE

More on the Heart-Lung Machine
The heart-lung machine, which was developed at Jefferson
50 years ago, is regarded worldwide as the key to the
modern era of open heart surgery. Following the articles in
the March and June Bulletins, alumni sent us additional
details on the important events at Jefferson in 1953, which
were led by John H. Gibbon Jr. '27.
Victor Greco '51 tells us that he was a member of the team
in the photo which (as noted in the March Bulletin) shows
an animal experiment in 1952 using the machine—one of
the preparatory trials prior to use with human patients. The
world's first successful open heart surgery on a human
using a heart-lung machine was performed at Jefferson on
May 6, 1953. Dr. Greco, who was involved in the operation
of the machine on that occasion, notes that "very few, if
any pictures were taken during that procedure."
Like the other "Rib Crackers" (as Gibbon's residents and
fellows were known), Dr. Greco went on to a notable career
in surgery. A resident of Drums, Pennsylvania, he also has a
distinguished record of service in organized medicine.

AROUND THE CAMPUS

The New Wills Eye Building
Wills Eye Hospital, which serves as Jefferson's Department of
Ophthalmology, now occupies an ultramodern new facility, located
across the street from the previous Wills building, which has been
converted into the home of the Jefferson Hospital for Neuroscience
(as reported in the June Bulletin). The New Wills Eye Hospital, at
Ninth and Walnut Streets, features many leading edge advances. With
state-of-the-art education and conference facilities, broadband
computer wiring, teleconference capabilities, a fully automated
auditorium, and breakout classrooms, the facility was designed for
tele-medicine potential and building-wide video links.
The new facility has eight stories and 125,000 square feet, compared
to the former Wills Eye Hospital, which had 260,000 square feet. This
is because advances in ophthalmology have made it almost entirely an
outpatient specialty, with overnight stays only rarely required. The
new building was designed to meet these changed needs.
On Walnut Street, there is a covered drop-off area. Patients enter a
lobby with seating, a security desk, and elevators to the hospital.
Parking is available on the lower floors of the building.
The hospital is equipped with eight operating rooms, five of which
are in use and a sixth one that could be made ready in a moment's
notice by installing an operating microscope. Two additional ones
could be opened at a later date. Physicians have built-in capability to
conduct videoconferences, unlike the previous operating rooms that
required equipment to be brought into the room. Such videoconferences will aid teaching and continuing medical education efforts.

The educational area is on the eighth floor. An assembly area leads
into the auditorium, which seats 200 people and is equipped with
ceiling-mounted, voice-activated microphones so audience members
can ask questions. The auditorium also has dual video projectors and
two speakers' podiums that allow lecturers to control the projectors
and other equipment. Planners chose not to install fixed seating so
that the auditorium could serve many purposes. The auditorium
connects directly with an outdoor terrace.
Classrooms, the residents' lounge, and the residents' wet lab are also
located on this floor. Equipment for the wet lab includes state-of-theart instrumentation and a microscope so residents can practice their
surgical techniques.
On the ninth floor are the oculoplastic service, the cornea service,
and the neuro-ophthalmology service; on the tenth floor are the
contact lens service and retina service; on the eleventh floor is the
glaucoma service; and on the twelfth floor are the pediatric ophthalmology service and the cataract and primary eye care service. The
fourteenth floor includes the oncology service and the pathology
service.
Also on the fourteenth floor is one of the foremost ophthalmologic
research services in the world. This high-technology center is geared
toward extensive database management to facilitate genetic research.
Researchers will apply molecular genetics, gene identification, and
gene sequencing to study ways to identify and treat diseases that
cause visual impairment and blindness.
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KUDOS FOR THE FACULTY

Gomella Receives National Cancer
Institute Achievement Award

Thakur Is President-elect of the
Society of Nuclear Medicine

Chairman of Urology Leonard G. Gomella MD received the 2003
National Cancer Institute Outstanding Achievement Award at a
ceremony in Chicago.

Mathew L. Thakur PhD, Professor of Radiology/Nuclear
Medicine, is currently President-elect of the Society of Nuclear
Medicine. He will be installed as President at SNM's annual
meeting in June 2004 in Philadelphia. SNM is an international
scientific and professional organization with 14,000 members.

The NCI award is bestowed annually in recognition of outstanding
achievement by an alumnus of the National Cancer Institute
Intramural Program. Dr. Gomella, the Bernard Godwin Jr. Professor
of Prostate Cancer in
Jefferson's Department of
Urology, and Director of
Urologic Oncology for
Jefferson's Kimmel Cancer
Center, was a fellow at the
NCI from 1986 to 1988.
"He has a remarkable
record of achievement,"
said W. Marston Linehan
MD, Chief of the Urologic
Oncology Branch of the
NCI, in making the presentation. "He is the highest
example of the true
physician scientist that the
NCI is trying so hard to support and encourage. His research team
developed the first clinical PCR-based test for metastasis in prostate
cancer, which was a significant milestone. And he was one of the
first oncologists to use laparoscopy in the management of patients
with urologic malignancy in the early 1990s."
Dr. Linehan further noted that Dr. Gomella is a widely sought after
speaker and has given more than 350 scientific presentations. "It is
remarkable to realize that he has 30 books published or in press
and has been involved in 30 funded research projects," he said. In
addition, Gomella has been investigator or co-investigator on six
major, funded cooperative trials. "He has been a great mentor and
role model to staff, residents, medical students, and postdoctoral
fellows. Dr. Gomella is continuing to build a great program since
he became chair last year."
Originally from New York, Dr. Gomella completed medical school
and training in general surgery and urology at the University of
Kentucky in Lexington. In 1986, he began a two year urologic
oncology fellowship with the Surgery Branch of the National
Cancer Institute in Bethesda, Maryland. Thereafter he joined the
faculty of Jefferson Medical College.
Dr. Gomella is involved in both basic science and clinical research
in the development of diagnostic techniques and treatments for
prostate, bladder, and kidney cancer. The Radiation Therapy
Oncology Group, a national academic consortium, has appointed
him its urology chairman.
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Dr. Thakur is Director of Radiopharmaceutical and Nuclear
Medicine Research at Jefferson. Over the years, he has developed
several widely used radiopharmaceuticals (radioactive compounds
administered for purposes of diagnosis or therapy) that have
significantly improved diagnostic accuracy. In 2000 he received
SNM's Georg Charles de Hevesy Nuclear Pioneer Award, which is
given in recognition of outstanding lifetime contributions. It is
the highest award presented by the Society of Nuclear Medicine,
and is named after the "father" of the field, Georg Charles De
Hevesy, winner of the 1943 Nobel Prize in chemistry.
Dr. Thakur became interested in nuclear medicine and radiopharmaceuticals while a graduate student at the University of London
in the late 1960s. Over the years, he and his colleagues have
developed methods to produce and separate medically useful
radionuclides and many radioactive compounds. Among the
better known is Krypton-81m, which has significant value as an
agent used in nuclear medicine for lung ventilation studies. It was
available commercially in the United States and is still being used
in Europe. Dr. Thakur also developed Indium-111-Bleomycin, an
agent that has proven very useful for detecting and treating
specific cancerous tumors, such as head and neck tumors.
Another agent he developed with his colleagues is In-111-oxine
(8 hydroxyquinoline). This is predominantly used to tag white
blood cells. When the patient's own white blood cells are labeled
with In-111-oxine and injected back into the patient's
bloodstream, physicians can easily find hidden infection in the
patient's body. Although the procedure is lengthy, this technique
has been used throughout the world for a quarter-century.
More recently, Dr. Thakur and his colleagues developed the
99mTc Anti-CD15 Anti-Granulocyte Antibody, the agent which is
known as the LeuTech. LeuTech is manufactured by Palatin
Technologies of Princeton, New Jersey, and is currently awaiting
approval from the Food and Drug Administration for use in the
diagnosis of equivocal appendicitis. Dr. Thakur holds several
patents.
His current research involves the development of radiolabeled
receptor-specific biomolecules for diagnosis and therapy. One of
these agents targets vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) receptors
expressed on cancerous and precancerous cells. Early clinical
studies indicate that the agent can detect not only tumors, but
also pre-cancerous lesions containing VIP receptors. In a small
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clinical trial, the agent was able to reveal some tumors that no
other known scintigraphic technique could detect.
Dr. Thakur is also developing radiopharmaceuticals for PET
imaging. It is hoped that the agents will be used to obtain quick
and reliable information about suspicious breast masses for women
who have had abnormal mammography results.

Vice Chair of Psychiatry Is Selected for
Leadership Program for Women
Elisabeth J. Shakin Kunkel MD, Professor of Psychiatry and
Human Behavior and the department's Vice Chair of Clinical
Affairs, has been accepted into a national leadership program that
helps prepare women for senior administrative roles in academic
medicine. Dr. Kunkel was named a fellow in the 2003-04 class of
the Hedwig van Ameringen Executive Leadership in Academic
Medicine (ELAM) program. Established in 1995, ELAM is the only
in-depth national program that focuses on preparing women
faculty at U.S. and Canadian medical schools for senior leadership
positions at academic health centers.
Dr. Kunkel joins 44 others in ELAM's new class. ELAM offers an
intensive schedule of executive training, with coaching,
networking, and mentoring opportunities, aimed at expanding the
national pool of qualified women candidates for leadership in
academic medicine. ELAM is a program of the Institute for
Women's Health and Leadership at Drexel University College of
Medicine in Philadelphia.
"Despite the greater numbers of women matriculating at schools
of medicine, women are still significantly underrepresented within
the topmost administrative ranks of our nation's academic health
centers," Page Monahan PhD, ELAM co-director, has noted. "Yet
there is a widely acknowledged need to diversify leadership in
academic medicine and to improve cultural and gender sensitivity
in health care training and delivery. Placing more women in
positions of senior leadership will provide important new perspectives for decision making and help speed the curricular,
organizational, and policy changes needed to ensure a more
effective, representative, and responsive health care system."
A specialist in psycho-oncology, the treatment of the emotional
aspects of cancer, Dr. Kunkel serves on the scientific advisory
board of Jefferson's Kimmel Cancer Center and was instrumental
in helping to develop its Buddy Program, a cancer patient support
program. She is co-investigator on a $400,000 National Institutes
of Health-funded group therapy program for cancer patients at

Jefferson. She also serves on the academic advisory board of
Jefferson's Center for Integrative Medicine. Dr. Kunkel is board
certified in psychiatry and also in geriatric and addiction
psychiatry. She serves as a reviewer for Psycho-Oncology, Cancer,
Annals of Internal Medicine, Academic Psychiatry, and the Harvard
Review of Psychiatry.
Dr. Kunkel completed her MD at McGill University in Montreal
and her psychiatry residency at New York University Medical
Center, where she served as Chief Resident, followed a psychiatry
fellowship at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New
York, where she served as Chief Fellow.

DiMuzio Honored for Innovative
Research in Vascular Surgery
Vascular surgeon Paul J. DiMuzio GS'95 has been named the 2003
Wylie Scholar in Academic Vascular Surgery, on the basis of his
research into innovative treatments in cardiovascular medicine.
DiMuzio is currently an Assistant Professor in Jefferson's
Department of Surgery.
The Wylie Scholarship, awarded by the Pacific Vascular Research
Foundation, recognizes surgeon-scientists in North America who
are pursuing independent research projects that have the potential
to revolutionize how vascular diseases are treated or cured. Each
honoree receives a $150,000 multi-year grant in support of their
investigations.
Dr. DiMuzio, whose grant will run until 2006, is investigating how
to help patients who are in need of bypass surgery, but lack the
necessary amount of natural tissue needed for the procedure.
Recently, he was honored with the William Kerlin Award from the
Cardiovascular Institute of Philadelphia.
Cardiovascular disease is the number one cause of death in the U.S.
More specifically, one in two women over age 55 will die from
vascular disease.
At Jefferson, Dr. DiMuzio serves as director of vascular research
and serves on the advisory board of the Biomedical Imaging Center.
He is a graduate faculty member in Cell and Tissue Engineering,
and a consulting vascular surgeon at Wills Eye Hospital.
DiMuzio received his MD from the University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine, then completed a residency in general surgery
at Thomas Jefferson University Hospital and a fellowship in
vascular surgery at the University of California, San Francisco.
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From Israel to Hong Kong
Jefferson Doctors Abroad
by John" Gartland S'44
The current Jefferson Alumni Directory lists 79 Jefferson graduates
and postgraduates as practicing medicine in 32 foreign countries.
Of this total, 28 are graduates of Jefferson Medical College and 51
are Jefferson postgraduate alumni/ae. The Alumni Bulletin believes it
would be of interest to the readership to know something of the
practice of medicine in some of these countries, and the advantages
and disadvantages of medical practice encountered by alumni who
practice and live in these countries. We present the stories of four
such foreign based Jefferson graduates. One is a director of
radiology in a 600 bed hospital, one is a volunteer professor of
surgery in an 800 bed hospital, one is in the private practice of
plastic surgery, and one is a family practitioner working as a
medical officer in her government's Department of Health. The one
thing this disparate group shares in common is that all are
graduates of Jefferson.

Israel
Norman Loberant '70 is board certified in radiology and has lived
and practiced in Israel since 1980. He tells us that he grew up in an
ethnically mixed neighborhood in the Bronx, went to medical
school in an ethnically mixed Center City Philadelphia
neighborhood, and now finds himself in the Western Galilee city of
Nahariya in Israel. He describes himself now as being associated
with an ethnically mixed hospital staff whose patient population
consists of Jews of all descriptions, Moslems, Christians, Arabs,
Druze, immigrants, and "local old timers." He admits to finding this
diversity a very stimulating and exciting mix in which to live and
practice medicine, but does wish this volatile and excitable mix of
patients would sometimes turn down their volume of sound.
Dr. Loberant is Director of Radiology at Western Galilee Hospital, a
600 bed hospital in Nahariya. His professional staff consists of
seven attending radiologists and six radiology residents to handle
more than 160,000 examinations per year for the full spectrum of
pediatric, medical, and surgical patients. He reports that his
principal administrative duties involve juggling the various
activities of a busy radiology department with not quite enough
time, doctors, technicians, nurses, and secretaries, and with
vacations and reserve Israeli military duties thrown in.
One major problem for him in fulfilling his duties is his lack of
autonomy in determining staffing and equipment needs. He points
out that in Israel he can not just go ahead and hire staff or purchase
needed new equipment. These arrangements are dependent upon
the number of staff positions and equipment needs as determined
by government allotments. Any decision to purchase more sophisticated radiology equipment, for example, requires the approval of
the government's Health Minister. As a consequence, his hospital
presently has one CT machine but has no MRI machine to service
their patient load. However, Dr. Loberant admits that because he
has little in the way of bureaucratic constraints (except on staffing
and equipment), he is fairly free to concentrate on practicing
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medicine, on teaching, and on writing. Because he and his staff are
hospital employees they have few dealings with the bureaucracy
which means they have little paperwork, no billings, and no collections to worry about.
Israel has national health insurance. All citizens pay a five percent
payroll tax and all citizens are included under this safety net. In
general, physicians are employees of hospitals, be they government,
private, or health maintenance organization hospitals, or they may
receive salaries from HMOs. Most Israeli medical care is a
combination of HMO and government control, although a relatively
small sector of private practice medicine does exist in Israel. Patient
complaints against doctors or hospitals are heard and decided upon
by special hospital committees. At Dr. Loberant's hospital, for
example, a special committee adjudicates all complaints by patients
against staff members or the hospital. At present, medicine seems to
be a popular career choice in Israel. The country has four medical
schools which supply the majority of Israeli physicians, but some
Israelis do go to Italy or Hungary to study medicine. Dr Loberant also
points out that over the past 10 to 15 years Israel has had to absorb
many emigrating Russian physicians.
As far as teaching is concerned at his hospital, groups of Israeli
medical students rotate through the hospital clinical departments and
hear lectures from the staff. In addition, many interdepartmental
meetings are held mainly for resident teaching. Dr. Loberant also has
maintained his contacts with Jefferson's Department of Radiology,
having visited both Jefferson's ultrasound and MRI units. He is active
in the Israeli Society for Diagnostic Ultrasound as an organizer of the
Society's annual conference. This includes the annual Barry B.
Goldberg Lecture (named after a noted member of the Jefferson
faculty) which frequently is given by Jefferson radiologists, the most
recent being Ethan Halpern MD, Associate Professor of Radiology at
Jefferson. Dr. Loberant believes Jefferson provided him with a solid
basis in anatomy, physiology, and the techniques of proper physical
examination, in addition to exposing him to highly motivated
doctors. He is proud to point out that his daughter, Leslie, is a
Jefferson graduate in the Class of '98 and practices family medicine at
Abington Memorial Hospital, Abington, Pennsylvania. Her husband,
Edwin King, also Jefferson '98, is a pediatrician at Jefferson and at the
duPont Hospital for Children.
Dr. Loberant believes medicine and health care in Israel now seems to
be in a fairly stable state. He admits that some Israeli physicians now
believe that an unfortunate disparity exists in the country's health
care system between public demand for health care and the resources
currently allotted to medical care by the government. He also points
out that, in Israel, ambulatory medicine and inpatient medicine are
two separate and different worlds. Local physicians care for
ambulatory patients and hospital physicians care for hospitalized
patients. This two tiered system, he believes, will continue in Israel
for the foreseeable future.
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Hangzhou, China
Robert K. Finley Jr. '48, board certified in general and head and
neck surgery, retired as Professor of Surgery at Wright State
University of Medicine in Dayton, Ohio in 1993. He then began a
new career by serving as a volunteer surgeon abroad. Between 1993
and 1996 he volunteered his surgical services in Jamaica, American
Samoa, Kenya, and Rwanda. Since 1996 he has served as a
volunteer surgeon in China. He is associated with the 800 bed Sir
Run Run Shaw Hospital in the Chinese city of Hangzhou in
Zhejiang province. The hospital was built in 1995 by Sir Run Run
Shaw, a Hong Kong philanthropist, who was born in the Zhejiang
province. Hangzhou, a city of six million people and one of the
seven ancient capitals of China, now is the capital of the province.
It is the location of Zhejiang University and Medical College of
which Sir Run Run Shaw Hospital is one of the five teaching
hospitals. Dr. Finley usually spends six months per year in China
and the other six months at home in Oragonia, Ohio.
Sir Run Run Shaw is a demonstration hospital for China to practice
western medicine and is operated with the sanction of the Chinese
government. It is the only hospital in China to have an American
president and to function with American policies of operation. The
hospital was administered by the Seventh Day Adventists through
Loma Linda University in California for its first five years of
operation so that, with the cooperation of the Chinese government,
western style medicine could be demonstrated. Since beginning his
duties here in 1996, Dr. Finley has helped the hospital establish an
American style surgical residency program for Chinese doctors.
Occasionally, surgical residents from Wright State University,
where Finley previously taught, come to the surgical program at Sir
Run Run Shaw Hospital for two month rotations.
Dr. Finley functions as a volunteer Professor of Surgery at Zhejiang
University and Medical College and interacts with medical students,
residents, and surgical attendings. He also has a hospital based
surgical practice and says he operated on patients regularly when he
began his volunteer service in 1996 but now his main duties are
consultation and teaching. He does scrub in occasionally when the
situation warrants it. He reports that there are 11 Chinese medical
students on their service at the time of this writing. In addition to
surgical residents and fellows, there are four Chinese surgeons on
the service who also practice in Zhejiang and in other provinces.
Most Chinese doctors now have been educated in China, though a
few have taken postgraduate studies abroad. A small number of
Chinese doctors have obtained all their medical education abroad,
mainly in the U.S., the U.K., Australia, and New Zealand.
As a volunteer in a mission project, Dr. Finley has no financial
collection problems. He describes the patients he encounters as
plentiful, cooperative, generally poor, and mostly grateful for the
surgical efforts made on their behalf. Dr. Finley points out that
although most of the patients are poor, they usually have helpful
and supportive family members who undertake much of the routine
home care after surgery. He admits there is a language problem
which often adds an extra layer of difficulty to teaching and surgical
efforts. The range of surgical diseases he encounters is interesting
and Dr. Finley finds his volunteer work to be gratifying. He is able
to make sufficient time available for academic pursuits. He finds the

country to be beautiful, the people to be pleasant and friendly, and
the local food to be good. Among the problems Dr. Finley encounters
in China is that medical books and journals are hard to obtain. Their
arrival, or non-arrival, seems to be dependent upon an inconsistent
and irregular mail delivery system. Like his patients, Dr. Finley
travels around town on a bicycle.
Dr. Finley reminds us that China is a socialist country that seems to
be making tentative efforts to move toward more of a market
economy. In 2001 there were 1.9 million doctors in China to care for
1.26 billion people who are both self-pay and insurance patients. All
patients in China must pay for medical services but their medical
costs are much cheaper than in the U.S. All workers in Chinese
industry have health insurance but their policies differ widely in
coverage from complete to minimal coverage. Shop owners, farmers,
and small business people must pay for their own medical care.
Understandably, Chinese people worry a lot about medical costs.
Separate provincial hospitals are maintained to care for the large
number of Chinese poor.
Dr. Finley believes complaints against doctors and hospitals in China
are increasing gradually. In the province where he is stationed,
patients take their medical complaints to the bureau of health in
Hangzhou. This bureau acts as both judge and jury and can mete out
fines and, sometimes, even dismiss doctors from medical service. Dr.
Finley acknowledges that hospitals tend to abide by these provincial
health complaint decisions because, in reality, Chinese hospitals are
controlled by the government.
Medicine in China, Dr. Finley believes, is slowly moving toward
privatization and the Chinese government now is considering
covering all citizens with health insurance. The unanswered question
now is whether this contemplated initiative will be a success or a
failure in the long run. Chinese hospitals realize that their future
financial success or failure will be closely tied to this proposed
government health insurance initiative because the hospitals are
controlled by the government. Amid the present confusion about the
future of the Chinese health care system, Dr. Finley keeps reminding
himself that the purpose of his Chinese service is teaching. He tells us
that recollections of his Jefferson role models such as John H. Gibbon
Jr. '27 and Hobart A. Reimann MD encourage him to continue his
mission and to stick with the sound principles he learned as a
medical student.

Hong Kong
Otto Y. T. Au '57 is board certified in plastic surgery and practices in
his native Hong Kong. He is in the private practice of cosmetic plastic
surgery and tells us the majority of his patients are Asian females. He
operates in a private Hong Kong hospital and says that, for the most
part, he has a free hand in managing his own practice. He believes
one advantage for him in Hong Kong is that there are few malpractice
suits and taxes are still low. One disadvantage he recognizes is that
many Hong Kong patients are not well informed about medicine and,
as a result, many superstitions persist about health and local folklore.
He feels that, in general, his practice environment remains relatively
free of stress. Since June 30, 1997 Hong Kong has officially been
known as a Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of
China. Dr. Au says he has noticed no discernible change in Hong
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Kong's medical care system since the city reverted to China, after
being a British colony for so long.

view the American medical education system as thorough, well
planned, and appropriately standardized.

Although Hong Kong does not have mandatory health insurance, its
citizens are used to having the government provide universal health
care, which is paid for by a 15 percent income tax on all wage
earners, plus income from the sale of public lands, real estate taxes,
and fees on stock transactions. Three types of hospitals and clinics
exist in Hong Kong: government, government assisted, and private.
Hong Kong physicians may serve in public hospitals as well as in
private hospitals. Government and government assisted hospitals
are directed by the Department of Health which implements health
care policy. A government-independent Hospital Authority,
however, manages and controls all public hospitals and clinics.
Physicians own many of the private hospitals.

Bermuda
Cheryl Peek-Ball '86, board certified in family practice, lives and
practices in Hamilton, Bermuda, a former British Crown Colony that
achieved internal self government in 1968. Dr. Peek-Ball works
exclusively for the Bermuda government as a medical officer in the
Department of Health. Her particular area of focus is maternal and child
health. Although she also treats government workers for occupational
health problems, the major part of her medical effort is with children of
school age and with women of childbearing age. She points out that
Bermuda is a small and intimate community which makes it easy to
access colleagues and support services for patient care. Such a small
community also makes collaboration with social agencies, schools, and
other health professionals easy and convenient.

At present the government's Health Authority is beginning to show
a substantial financial deficit and Hong Kong citizens are being
encouraged to buy more health insurance coverage. Private
hospitals and private physicians also are beginning to have a harder
time from a financial standpoint, because the success of the public
health care system to date has come at the expense of the private
hospitals and private physicians. Private practitioners continue to
lose hospital patients to the public health care system, which is run
with a fairly high degree of efficiency. Private practice physicians,
however, continue to care for about 85 percent of the ambulatory
patients in the city. Dr. Au believes it is fair to say that the future
well being of the medical care system is closely tied to the future
economic outlook for Hong Kong.

She describes her principal duties within her practice situation as
providing clinical services to child health clinics and family planning
clinics across the island. She usually cares for 15 to 30 patients per day
in one of five government clinics scattered across the island. In
addition, she plans for and implements health education in schools and
public venues, which entails a good deal of administrative work.
Among her work disadvantages she lists generally substandard facilities
and an inadequate amount of time for planning and implementing her
public health initiatives. Dr. Peek-Ball observes that her present lifestyle
is very conducive to balancing family responsibilities with work responsibilities. She says she has no concerns with the business of practice
management because the government operates the clinics in which she
works. She believes other advantages of her medical practice situation
include a wonderful link with the social aspects of medicine, opportunities to learn, and being able to practice public health principles.

Hong Kong has two medical schools, the University of Hong Kong
Medical School and the Chinese University of Hong Kong Medical
School, both established and funded by the Hong Kong
government.' Leadership of the two medical schools is Chinese and
is principally of Hong Kong origin. Both medical schools teach in
English but patient medical histories, for example, are obtained in
Cantonese. Instead of individual specialty board examinations, all
applicants for fellowship or specialty status in Hong Kong take
examinations sponsored by the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine.
The two Hong Kong medical schools produce about 330 new
doctors each year and most of them remain to practice in Hong
Kong. Presently, there are about 8100 physicians practicing western
style medicine in Hong Kong to care for a population of about 6.8
million people. By contrast, about 836,000 physicians serve about
280 million people in the United States.

Dr. Peek-Ball reports that most of the medical care in Bermuda is
provided by private physicians on a fee-for-service basis, but the fees,
however, are set by Bermuda's Insurance Commission. This method of
physician payment currently is under review by the Minister of Health,
partly because the Bermuda physicians recently took the Insurance
Commission to court over the fee structure and, at this writing, the case
is still pending. Dr. Peek-Ball points out that Bermuda's small and
limited population can support only a few medical specialists.
Complaints against physicians and hospitals are reported to the Medical
Society by the affected patients. The process of adjudication evolves
from this initial step.

Dr. Au is proud that he received the foundation of a "superb"
medical education at Jefferson. He admits to having had some initial
difficulty after returning to Hong Kong to practice, because the
majority of Hong Kong physicians stay at home for their medical
education. Undergraduate medical education in Hong Kong is based
on the British model, while graduate medical education is based on
the American model. Differences between the two models can cause
some initial difficulties for Hong Kong residents who get their
medical education in the U.S. However, as time passed, Dr. Au
found this to be only a minor stumbling block and he continues to
'Chan,E.L.P., Chanj.C.M. Medical Education and Health Care in
Hong Kong. The Pharos, 66(1): Winter 2003, 10-18.
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Government health insurance is provided to all full time government
employees. Other working adults get their health insurance through
private insurers and are reimbursed, in part, by their employers.
Children under age 16 have government subsidized hospital insurance.
Indigent clinics exist for outpatient and inpatient care for those who are
economically eligible. All adult full time workers have health insurance.
However, large numbers of part time or irregularly employed workers
either are uninsured or have inadequate medical coverage. The
government does sponsor free health clinics which focus on the health
care of schoolchildren, on women of childbearing age, on antenatal
care, and on family planning services.
There are no medical schools in Bermuda and most of the physicians
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who practice in Bermuda
received their medical education
in England, Canada, the United
States, or Jamaica. Once every
year or two a medical student
from one of these countries will
come to Bermuda for a clinical
rotation. Dr. Peek-Ball says
these visiting students often are
assigned to her for one week of
their rotation. She finds it quite
interesting to interact with
medical students from different
countries. It is during these
interactions with students that
she realizes that Jefferson
prepared her well for the work
she now does. She does wish,
however, that she had been able
to bring a better background in
public health to her present
duties.
Dr. Peek-Ball notes that
Bermuda continues to have
significant health care service
gaps, mostly resulting, she
believes, from economic and
social factors. However, she
believes that the future holds
promise for improvement in this
situation because an increased
social awareness seems to be
awakening in Bermuda. As a
consequence, she believes,
increased social and economic
justice eventually will become a
reality. She is convinced that
Bermuda's physicians and
patients together will play a
leading role in bringing this
hoped for result into being. She
believes that such changes in
the social and economic fabric
are destined to strengthen the
Bermuda health care system so
that, ultimately, better medical
care can be provided to all of its
citizens.
Jefferson thanks these graduates
who practice medicine abroad
for sharing their medical
experiences with us, and
providing us with insight
into the advantages and
disadvantages of practice in
environments far removed from
Philadelphia's. JMC

S'44
John Gartland of Wynnewood,
PA is the recipient of the
Arthritis Foundation of Eastern
Pennsylvania's Sir John Charnley
Award, presented at a ceremony
in May. Sir John was an English
orthopaedic surgeon who
invented the modern total hip
replacement in 1962—a master
surgeon and bioengineer whose
techniques have been studied by
surgeons around the world. The
Arthritis Foundation and a
committee comprised of peers
chose John Gartland to receive
this award recognizing his
"contributions toward excellence
in the field of orthopaedics." Dr.
Gartland is past Chair of
Orthopaedic Surgery at Jefferson
and continues to be very active at
the medical college, particularly
in medical editing. He is also
serving on the committee to
select the next President of
Thomas Jefferson University (to
succeed Paul Brucker MD who
will be retiring, see page 16).

'46
David G. Simons of Covington,
GA gave a major presentation at
a symposium in Heidelberg in
February 2003, on muscle pain,
which will be published in
German in Der Schmerz, the
German Pain Society's official
journal. In March he gave an
invited presentation at an
international meeting in
Orlando, FL, and in May another
to a select HIIH-sponsored
research group in Columbus,
OH. The latter was a state-of the-

art symposium on the cause and
control of musculoskeletal
disorders. In September he is
giving four one-hour presentations in four days in New
Zealand as a keynote speaker
along with a neurophysiologist
colleague from Heidelberg.
Together they wrote the core of a
book on muscle pain published
in 2000. A basic neurophysiology
article on an animal model for
myofascial trigger points of
which Dr. Simons was second
author was recently published in
the Journal of Applied Physiology.
Dr. Simons's work has inspired
five research projects on
myofascial trigger points among
therapists at DeKalb Medical
Center where he goes weekly in
nearby Atlanta. David's wife Lois
helped write volume two of his
book The Trigger Point Manual
and coauthored the revision of
volume one. The manual has
been published in six different
languages.
Dr. and Mrs. Simons are
enthusiastic Jeffersonians and
have even found a creative way
to combine their keen interest in
Dr. Simons's alma mater with
their philanthropic support for
the Myofascial Pain Caused by
Trigger Points Program. This
project is overseen by John
Melvin MD, Chair of the
Department of Rehabilitation
Medicine at Jefferson. In their
will, Dr. and Mrs. Simons have
specified that a portion of the
royalty payments generated from
several of their publications be
used to support education,
training, research, and/or
research investigator(s) within
this program.
This exciting way to benefit
Jefferson demonstrates that there
are many ways to use assets to
build a testamentary gift that is
long term and meaningful.
According to Dr. Simons, "Lois
and I are hoping that this is a
wise and valuable investment in
the future of Jefferson, and helps
provide relief for unnecessarily
suffering humanity."

'50
William Holman of Norwalk, OH
continues to enjoy his
retirement, and remains active in
local hospital affairs. In May he
was elected Chairman of the
Board of Norwalk Area Health
Systems, Incorporated, which is
the parent board of the FisherTitus Medical Center in Norwalk.
Dr. Holman is also Vice
Chairman of the Board of the
Fisher-Titus Foundation.
'52
Jerome Cotler of Haddon Heights,
NJ, who is the Everett J. and
Marian Gordon Professor of
Orthopaedic Surgery at JMC, has
been honored by the American
Spinal Injury Association with its
Lifetime Achievement Award. In
May he received the Alumni
Award from Ursinus College, the
institution from which he
graduated in 1948. Dr. Cotler
continues to teach in the Department of Anatomy at Jefferson but
has discontinued the active
practice of orthopaedic surgery.
'53
James Hunter of Birchrunville,
PA designed a Dacron-reinforced
silicone rubber tendon which
acts as a permanent tendon when
placed in injured hands. It has
been used successfully in over
300 patients to date.
'54
John M. Patterson of Pontotoc,
MS has retired after 48 years of
service. The Mississippi Academy
of Family Physicians honored
him with its highest honor, the
Family Physician of the Year
award, in 1992, and last year the
Pontotoc Chamber of Commerce
recognized him with the
Professional Business Award. He
has been described as "the
consummate Southern
gentleman."
'56
Joseph Bering of Lebanon, PA has
retired from Good Samaritan
continued on page 29
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IN MEMORIAM
Edward J. Halton '38 died May
5, 2003. He practiced otolaryngology in Yarmouth, MA. He is
survived by his wife Eleanor.
M. Boyd Brandon '42 died July
11, 2003. He practiced family
medicine in Reynoldsville, PA.
He is survived by three sons. Son
Jeffrey is Jefferson '79.
John S. Liggett '42 died April 5,
2003. He was the first board
certified surgeon to serve at
Sewickley Valley Hospital,
Sewickley, PA. He also served as
Chief of Staff at Sewickley Valley
Hospital. He is survived by his
wife Mary Annette, two
daughters, and a son. Son John S.
Jr. is Jefferson '76.
Frank J. Veve '42 died March 25,
2003. He practiced family
medicine and obstetricsgynecology at the Fajardo
District Hospital, Puerto Rico,
before relocating to San Antonio,
TX. He was on staff at the San
Antonio Chest Hospital. He is
survived by his wife Juanita and
three sons. Son R. Ted is
Jefferson '75, grandson Kevin
Johnson is Jefferson '99, and
granddaughter Kathleen Settle is
Jefferson '03.
James S. D. Eisenhower Jr. '43
died July 5, 2003. He practiced in
Wildwood and in Dias Creek, NJ.
He served as President of the
Staff, Burdette Tomlin Hospital,
Cape May Courthouse, NJ, as
Director of the Lutheran Home,
Ocean View, and as School
Physician for the City of North
Wildwood. He is survived by his
wife Dorothy, two daughters, and
a son. Daughter Susanna
Eisenhower-Turner is Jefferson
'77.
Walter M. Uhler '43 died April
25, 2003. He was a pediatrician
who served for three decades as
Medical Director of the
Devereaux Foundation for
children and adults with
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emotional, psychiatric, developmental, and neurological
disorders. He is survived by his
wife Marian, three daughters,
and two sons.
Joseph T. Zukoski '47 died June
21, 2003. He was a Charter
Member of the American
Academy of Family Practice. He
practiced in Pottstown, PA and
was on staff at the Pottstown
Memorial Medical Center. There
are no immediate survivors.
Stephen B. Vassalotti '48 died
June 4, 2003. He was an
obstetrician-gynecologist on staff
at Nazareth Hospital,
Philadelphia. He is survived by
two sons.
George Popp '49 died May 12,
2003. He served as an anesthesiologist at Peekskill Community
Hospital, Peekskill, NY. He is
survived by his wife Martha and
two daughters.
Matt L. Kirkland '52 died
February 9, 2003. He was a
general surgeon on staff at the
Ohio Valley Hospital, Wheeling,
WV. He is survived by his wife
Dolores and son Matt III who is
Jefferson '83.
Lyle D. Vincent Jr. '52 died May
26, 2003. A member of Alpha
Omega Alpha Honor Medical
Society, he was an internist in
Parkersburg, WV. He held staff
appointments at Camden-Clark
Memorial and St. Joseph
Hospitals, Parkersburg. He also
served as President of the Staff at
both hospitals. He is survived by
his wife Patricia, two sons, and a
daughter.
Harry W. Weller '54 died April
12, 2003. A family practice/sports
medicine physician at Hershey
Medical Center of Pennsylvania
State University, he was also a
team physician at Penn State's
campus in State College, PA. He
is survived by wife Jean and three
sons.
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Joseph W. Schauer Jr. '55 died
April 2, 2003. He was on staff at
Jersey Shore Medical Center,
Neptune, NJ. He served as
Deputy Examiner for Monmouth
County and as an attending
family practice physician at the
Arthur Brisbane Child Treatment
Center in Neptune. He is
survived by his wife Helen, two
daughters, and two sons. Son
Joseph W. III is Jefferson '81.

in Riverdale, MD. He was on staff
at Prince Georges Hospital,
Cheverly, MD where he was
Chief of Cardiology. He is
survived by his wife Jacqueline,
three daughters, and a son.

Russell J. Stumacher '68 died
June 10, 2003. He was Chief of
Infectious Diseases at Graduate
Hospital in Philadelphia. He also
served as a Clinical Associate
Professor of Medicine at the
University of Pennsylvania where
Charles F. Schultze '55 died May
23, 2003. He practiced obstetrics- he won a teaching award. He is
gynecology in Santa Barbara, CA. survived by his wife Sharon, a
son, and a daughter.
He is survived by his wife
Charlotte, two daughters, and a
Ann 0. Shigeoka '69 died March
son.
17, 2003. A graduate of the Penn
Paul M. Selfon '55 died April 10, State Jefferson accelerated
program, she became an
2003. A Major in the U.S. Army
Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Reserves, he practiced occupaat the University of Utah School
tional and administrative
of Medicine, Salt Lake City. She
medicine at the Board of
was married to her classmate
Veterans Appeals, Washington,
John W. Shigeoka, who survives
DC for over 30 years. He also
her, as do the couple's two
served as Clinical Assistant
daughters.
Professor of Medicine, George
Washington University School of
Howard G. Hughes '74 died April
Medicine, and was the author of
several articles on military
19, 2003. He spent his professional career at Geisinger
medicine. He is survived by his
Medical Center, Danville, PA,
wife Nathaline and two sons.
serving for 10 years as an
James B. Lee '56 died February 2, emergency room physician. He
also served as Medical Director,
2003. He served as Professor of
Chief Executive Officer, and
Medicine, State University of
Senior Vice President of the
New York at Buffalo. A noted
Geisinger Health Plan. He is
researcher and student of
survived by his wife Bonnie, a
hypertension, he was a prolific
son, and a daughter.
author of scientific articles. He
directed the hypertension
program at SUNY Buffalo and
Postgraduate Alumni
was highly regarded in this field.
Walter H. Snyder Jr. PUD '76
He is survived by his wife Audrey
died June 30, 2003. He was a
and four sons.
pulmonologist in private practice
in Levittown, PA.
Vincent P. Blue '59 died May 27,
2003. He was internist on staff at
Faculty
Lower Bucks Hospital, Bristol,
Roger B. Thomas Jr. died March
PA and St. Mary's Hospital,
Newtown, PA. He is survived by
20, 2003. He was Associate
Director of the Department of
his wife Mary, three daughters,
Medicine, Christiana Hospital,
and two sons.
Wilmington, DE where he taught
and mentored Jefferson medical
Robert D. Deitz '63 died
November 30, 2002. He practiced students.
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Family Practice and the teaching
of residents from Penn State
School of Medicine. He recently
returned from a medical mission
to the Dominican Republic with
the World Blindness
Foundation, which he found
very rewarding.
'57
Francis Bartone was inducted
into the University of
Pennsylvania's Athletic Hall of
Fame on May 10. He was the
first captain of a National
Intercollegiate Championship
team in Penn's history, fencing
on the 1953 national championship team. He was also the
first to be named an All
American Intercollegiate fencer
in two different weapons: saber
in 1951 and foil in 1953.
'58
Julian Feldman has retired from
the practice of obstetrics and
gynecology. After 40 years of
solo practice, he and his wife are
enjoying the good life in
Philadelphia and at their beach
house in Ventnor, NJ.
'62
Clark McKeever and Grant
McKeever of Houston, identical
twin orthopaedic surgeons and
owners of Lone Star Bone and
Joint Clinic, have spent more
than 30 years sharing their love
of people and orthopaedics while
raising families and making time
to pursue different interests.
Clark served as a volunteer
reserve officer for the Harris
County Sheriff's Department for
16 years. He is a detective in the
narcotics division because of his
knowledge of drugs. He
performs almost 50 research
studies on new drugs and
investigates people suspected of
forging prescriptions.
Grant has spent much of his
spare time making use of his
sailing license as a mate on the
Elissa, a 420-ton iron sailing
vessel built in Scotland in 1877.
Today he devotes time to

May 2003 was a reunion time for the
Class of '48 who gathered for the
seventh time at the famous Skytop
Lodge in the Poconos. Norm Quinn
'48 (far left in the photo) reports,
"unfortunately the three day affair
had to endure rainfall which limited
the golf, mountain climbing, and
cross country teams—but the indoor
pool was active. Coming the greatest
distances were Bud Schwartz of San
Mateo, California, and Robert Laning
of Virginia. A highlight was the party
at the beautiful Skytop home of Marie and Rudy DePersia. A meeting was held about the Class of '48
Scholarship Fund, which over the years has become a very significant endowment for future JMC students.
Details will be sent to Class members and reviewed when the Class meets on Saturday evening, October 11,
2003 during Reunion Weekend at Jefferson Alumni Hall. University President Paul C. Brucker MD will be
the speaker and guest on this occasion. See you in October!"

helping injured and orphaned
native Texas wildlife.
'64
John Riffle of Martinez, GA
retired from the Army Medical
Corps in 1994 and since then has
served in a combined position as
Chief of the Ophthalmology
Department at the Augusta VA
Medical Center and Associate
Professor at the Medical College
of Georgia. He was honored with
the graduating residents' faculty
teaching award in 2002.
'70
William Peters of Bozeman, MT
was elected Treasurer of the
American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists
at its 51st Annual Clinical

Meeting. He is in private practice
and is the President of Ob-Gyn
Associates in Bozeman. Dr.
Peters is a past recipient of
ACOG's Outstanding District
Service Award and has served as
Chair of the Montana Section.
'71
Donald Bergman was elected
President of the American
Association of Clinical
Endocrinologists at its congress
in San Diego in May. Dr.
Bergman is in private practice in
New York City and is board
certified in both internal
medicine and endocrinology and
metabolism. He has authored
several papers and contributed to
several books including The
Mount Sinai School of Medicine

Remember the New Date
for Alumni Weekend:
October 9-11, 2003
October 21-23, 2004
October 2005
Watch for the December Bulletin which
will include photos from Alumni Weekend
with the annual giving report.

Complete Book of Nutrition.
Dr. Bergman completed his
medical residency and endocrine
fellowship at Mount Sinai Hospital.
He also completed an internship in
obstetrics and gynecology at Mount
Sinai.
"This year AACE is launching a
new initiative called the Power of
Prevention," Dr. Bergman notes,
"which will provide patients with
guidelines for healthy living and
healthy aging." The AACE, founded
in 1991, has 4,300 members in the
United States and 73 foreign
countries.
James Dooley is now a staff anesthesiologist at Riverview Medical
Center in Red Bank, NJ.
James McBride of Bethlehem, PA has
been elected President of the Lehigh
Valley Bee Keepers Association.
Edward Ruby of Fort Washington,
PA continues his practice of
endocrinology at Jefferson and
Mercy Fitzgerald Hospital in Darby.
He recently was presented with a
teaching award from the residents at
Mercy Fitzgerald Hospital. He will
be serving as President of the
Philadelphia Endocrine Society for
2003-2004.
'72
Paul Dainer of Evans, GA, founder
of the first Raft Debate at Jefferson,
29
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has used his position as a faculty
advisor to interest students at the
Medical College of Georgia in
establishing a similar event,
sponsored by the MCG Alumni
Association.

'73
Ben Bradenham of Midlothian,
VA has been practicing gastroenterology in Richmond since
1978. He and wife Judy have two
sons who are now in college.

Hospital in Cambridge, MD.

Were You in the Public Health Service?

'78
Joseph Matthews II, after four

Max Koppel '57 would like to hear from anyone who is or was a
commissioned officer in the U.S. Public Health Service. Please contact
him at mkoppel@osophs.dhhs.gov

years in private practice at the
Hughston Clinic in Columbus,
GA has joined the orthopaedic
staff at the Kaiser facility in San
Jose, CA. He and wife Anne have
moved to Morgan Hill, CA, a
town of 33,000 about 20 minutes
to the south.

David Schutzman of Newtown
'74
D. David Dershaw of New York
City has been elected for a twoyear term (2003-2005) as
President of the Society of Breast
Imaging, the subspecialty society
of radiologists. He is presently
Director of the Breast Imaging
section in the Department of
Radiology at Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center in New
York and Professor of Radiology,
Weill College of Medicine,
Cornell University.

John Lubicky has been appointed
to an endowed professorship at
Rush University and RushPresbyterian-St. Luke's Medical
Center in Chicago: Dr. Lubicky is
the inaugural holder of the
Ronald DeWald MD Chair in
Spinal Deformities. This chair
was established in 1996 to honor
DeWald, a pioneer in the field of
modern spine surgery. Lubicky
received his fellowship training
under DeWald, and has been on
the Rush faculty since 1988,
advancing to full Professor in
1994. He is the chief of staff at
Shriners Children's Hospital in
Chicago. A frequent presenter at
national and international spine
meetings, Lubicky has published
more than 50 articles and 20
book chapters.

Marvin Nielsen Jr. of Easton, MD
was inducted as a Fellow in the
American College of Radiology at
the ACR's annual meeting in
Washington, DC. He is affiliated
with Memorial Hospital in
Easton and Dorchester General
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Square, PA has been appointed
Chairman of the Division of
Neonatology at Albert Einstein
Medical Center, a member of the
Jefferson Health System. He
comes to Einstein from Mercy
Fitzgerald Hospital where he
served as Director of Nurseries
for 18 years and Acting Director
of Pediatrics for the last four
years. Prior to these positions he
served as a staff neonatologist at
TJUH. Dr. Schutzman completed
his pediatrics residency and
neonatology fellowship training
at TJUH and is board certified in
neonatology-perinatal medicine.
'79

Peter Choyke of Bethesda, MD
was inducted as a Fellow in the
American College of Radiology at
ACR's annual meeting in
Washington, DC. Peter is Chief
of Magnetic Resonance Imaging
at the National Institutes of
Health Warren G. Magnussen
Clinical Center, and a Professor
of Radiology at the Uniformed
Services University of the Health
Sciences.
'81

Victor Onufrey of Sewickley, PA
has returned from a six week
deployment to Europe for
Operation Iraqi Freedom with his
Air National Guard unit. He
continues to practice radiation
oncology in Pittsburgh at the
Western Pennsylvania Hospital.

'83
Andrew Curtin of Abington, PA is
Chief Radiologist at Lankenau
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Hospital and has been elected
President of the Medical Staff.
"We plan to stay and fight for
Pennsylvania quality medicine
and tort reform."
'84

Jay Duker of Newton, MA has
been named Tufts-NEMC
Ophthalmologist-in-Chief and
Director of the New England Eye
Center as well as Chairman of
the Department of
Ophthalmology at Tufts
University School of Medicine.
Dr. Duker has been at TuftsNEMC for 12 years and has
served as acting head of the Eye
Center for more than a year. He
has also served as Director of
Vitreoretinal Diseases and
Surgery Services. He completed
his postgraduate training at Wills
Eye Hospital, which serves as
Jefferson's Department of
Ophthalmology. He has over 90
publications in print and is coauthor of Ophthalmology, one of
the nation's leading ophthalmic
books.

'85
Larry Dashow is now residing in
Burgaw, NC with his wife and
daughter. He is on the general
surgery staff at Pender Memorial
Hospital.

'86
Robert Robles and Donna
DiCenzo '85 of Orinda, CA are
"comfortably ensconced" in
northern California. Donna
works for Kaiser Permanente as
an ob/gyn and Bob is in a private
hematology/oncology practice.

'87
Michael Sernyak of West Haven,
CT was promoted to Professor in
the Department of Psychiatry at
Yale School of Medicine. He
currently serves as Chief of
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Psychiatry in the VA Connecticut
Healthcare System.

'88
Mark Brezinski MD PhD of
Malden, MA has been promoted
to Associate Professor of
Orthopaedic Surgery at Harvard
Medical School and Brigham and
Women's Hospital. He currently
holds five NIH grants to perform
work on a new method of optical
imaging, and has won a multitude
of awards including one from
President Bill Clinton.

'89
William C. McGarvey of Katy, TX
was recently elected to his first
term as a board member of the
American Orthopaedic Foot and
Ankle Society. Dr. McGarvey is
currently an Assistant Professor
of Orthopaedic Surgery at the
University of Texas. He is also the
Director of Foot and Ankle
Surgery for the Foundation for
Orthopaedic, Athletic, and
Reconstructive Research in
Houston.
McGarvey's past awards
include the Commander
Achievement Award from the U.S.
Army in 2002, the Physician of
the Year Award from Hermann
Hospital, and the Dean's Teaching
Excellence Award from the
University of Texas Houston
Medical School in 2001.
McGarvey continues as an
Associate Editor of both the Foot

and Ankle International Journal
and the American Journal of Sports
Medicine, and as an editorial
board member of Techniques in

Foot and Ankle Surgery.
Tom Morales of Golden, CO has
been with Rocky Mountain
Gastroenterology Associates in
suburban Denver for five years.
He and wife Melody ran their first
marathon recently.

'90
Amber Stein of Mechanicsville,
VA and husband Ethan are
proud to announce the birth of
their third child, Joshua Roland,
on April 22, 2003. Amber is a
part-time anesthesiologist at
Chippenham Medical Center in
Richmond.
'91
Benigno Federici and wife
Shannon of Suffolk, VA are
happy to announce the birth of
their first child, Valerio James.
He is named after his
grandfather, Valerio Federici '48.
Pamela Franz of Schwenksville,
PA announces the arrival of her
daughter Jane Charlotte, born
December 2, 2002.
David Weismiller of Greenville,
NC has been promoted to
Associate Professor as well as
Vice Chair of Family Medicine at
the Brody School of Medicine at
East Carolina University.
'93
Daniel Perlin is the Director of
obstetric anesthesia services at
Washington Hospital Center in
Washington, DC. He oversees
the anesthetic management and
care of four to five thousand
laboring patients per year. He
and wife Annette live in
Potomac, MD with daughter
Joelle.
Paviha Saripalli of Lawrence, KS
and her husband announce the
birth of their second child,
Daniel.
Greg Viehman has completed a
fellowship in Mohs Micrographic
surgery at Duke University
Medical Center. He founded the
Cary Skin Center in Cary, NC.
He and wife Ruth have two sons.
'95
Nemishh and Shilpa Mehta are
practicing together in Vineland,
NJ. They are enjoying their work
with the indigent population

Alumni Spotlight:
Marvin Rotman
Marvin Rotman graduated from
Jefferson Medical College in
1958. He says that both Central
High School, in Philadelphia,
and Ursinus College prepared
him well for Jefferson Medical
College and its traditions, its
world famous professors, and
its emphasis on clinical
medicine and medical ethics.
During a radiology residency at
Montefiore Hospital, Bronx,
NY, Dr. Rotman was influenced
favorably by Dr. Charles
Botstein, Chief of Radiation
Oncology, and decided he also
should become a radiation
oncologist. Board certified in
radiology in 1966, Dr. Rotman
accepted an appointment as
Director, Division of Radiation
Oncology, New York Medical
College, in New York City in
1967, and rose to Professor of
Radiology by 1975. He became
a Fellow of the American
College of Radiology in 1976.
Since 1979 he has been
Professor and Chairman,
Radiation Oncology, State
University of New York Health
Science Center, Brooklyn, NY,
and Chairman, Department of
Radiation Oncology, Kings
County Medical Center,
Brooklyn. Recently, the Board
of Trustees at SUNY-Downstate
appointed him a Distinguished
Service Professor.
During the 1970s Dr. Rotman
revived the use of the Cobalt 60
ophthalmic applicator for
treatment of intraocular
melanoma which soon became
the treatment standard for the
time. He later developed the
use of Iodine-125 to replace
Cobalt 60 to reduce eye
complications and to offer
more protection to eye
surgeons.
His work in gynecological
cancer is equally noteworthy.
He is one of only two U.S.

radiation oncologists to have
served as a principal investigator
in the Gynecology Oncology
Group (GOG). Dr. Rotman's
work on the use of extended field
para-aortic irradiation for the
Radiation Therapy Oncology
Group (RTOG) was the first
gynecologic study to be statistically significant, as was his
protocol for the need of posthysterectomy irradiation in
cervical cancer. His earlier
finding of the need for irradiation
for treatment for a bulky cervix
also was proven correct by the
GOG. He further is considered
an authority in the field of
concomitant infusion
chemotherapy and irradiation.
Dr. Rotman's work in bladder
malignancies, paranasal sinus
tumors, and soft tissue sarcomas
using a variety of drugs such as
5FU, cisplatinum, or adriamycin
as a continuous infusion along
with irradiation were all original
studies.
Dr. Rotman has served as
Chairman of the New York
Roentgen Society, as President of
the American Radium Society, as
Second Vice President of the
Radiological Society of North
America, and as President of the
Society of Academic Radiation
Oncology Departments. He
served on the Executive
Committee of the RTOG and the
Choroidal Ocular Melanoma

Study Group of the
National Eye Institute. He
served on the Residency
Review Committee for
Radiology (Radiation
Oncology), 1982-1986,
and as an oral examiner
for the American Board of
Radiology on and off for
25 years. He received the
Distinguished Service
Award of the American
Board of Radiology in
2000, and the 2002 Gold
Medal from the American
Society for Therapeutic
Radiology (that organization's highest award for clinical
research and service). Dr.
Rotman joins the late Simon
Kramer MD (who was Chair of
Radiation Oncology at Jefferson)
as the two Jefferson recipients of
this coveted award.
Dr. Rotman has over 175
scientific publications, four
books, and a monograph in his
field. He was selected to give the
Annual Oration in Radiation
Oncology for the Radiological
Society of North America in
1991, and the Ruvelson Lecture
at the University of Minnesota in
1994. He has been a visiting
professor across the United
States, Europe, and Asia. He is a
senior member of the editorial
board of the International Journal
of Radiation Oncology Biology
Physics and the American Journal
of Clinical Oncology. He has an
active resident education
program in radiation oncology
and his residents have gone on to
serve as chiefs of radiation
oncology departments in
hospitals throughout the
country. He admits to still
becoming excited when research
ideas prove to be of clinical
significance. Dr. Rotman and his
wife, Marsha, have two sons and
two daughters. Jefferson congratulates him on his distinguished
career and thanks him for
bringing distinction and honor to
Jefferson Medical College.
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including migrant farm workers.
Most of all they enjoy raising
their two children, Nikhil who is
now three years old and Shreya
who is one.

interests include the diagnosis of
early lung cancer, airway laser
surgery, palliative treatment of
advanced lung cancer, occupational lung disease, and
mechanical ventilation.

'96
Christian and Tanja Adonizio are
pleased to announce the birth of
their daughter, Maria Elaine, on
May 7, 2003. Chris is a member
of Hematology and Oncology
Associates of Northeastern
Pennsylvania and Tanja is an
emergency medicine physician at
Mercy Hospital of Scranton.
They reside in Clarks Summit.

'98
Jason Lichten, wife Rachel, and
son Sam have moved to
Columbus, OH where he has
started a plastic surgery
fellowship at Ohio State
University. Jason completed his
general surgery residency at Beth
Israel Medical Center in NYC in
June.

Kevin Biglan, wife Sherri, and
daughter Elena are proud to
announce the birth of Cassandra
on October 20, 2002. Kevin has
accepted a position as an
Assistant Professor of Neurology
at Johns Hopkins in Baltimore,
where he will specialize in
movement disorders. The whole
family is excited about moving
to Maryland.

Patrick Mooney has joined
Aphton Corporation as Chief
Medical Officer. Aphton is a
biopharmaceutical company,
developing products using
targeted immunotherapy for
neutralizing hormones that may
be involved in cancer and noncancer diseases of the
gastrointestinal system and
reproductive system.

Ryan Gallivan, wife Julie, and
their four children are now
living in Bend, OR. He joined
the ENT practice in town and
enjoys central Oregon very
much.

'99
Meg Franger is now in her
second year of a fellowship in
nephrology at UMDNJ-Robert
Wood Johnson Medical School
and Cooper Hospital in Camden.
Husband Frank Urbano IM'98
practices general internal
medicine in Mount Laurel. They
live in Riverton, NJ with
daughter Madison Rose.

'97
After completing six years of
service in the army, Jay Joseph,
wife Robin, and children Seth,
age six, and Grace, age three,
have moved to Elysburg, PA. He
will practice family medicine at
Bloomsburg Hospital.
Mark Lund has joined Central
Maine Pulmonary Associates in
Auburn, ME. Mark performed
his residency at the Hospital of
the University of Pennsylvania,
and remained there for his
fellowship training in pulmonary
and critical care medicine. He
pursued an additional year of
advanced fellowship specialization in interventional
pulmonology and bronchoscopic
laser surgery. His professional
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'00
Christopher Vagnoni and wife
Anita had a son in April. First
son Benjamin, now two years
old, is doing well, and so is his
baby brother, Dominic. Chris is
in his fourth year of a combined

residency in internal medicine
and pediatrics at West Virginia
University. The family resides in
Frostburg, MD.
'01
Keith Grim of Philadelphia will
be serving as Speaker of the
House for the Emergency
Medicine Residency Association.
Scott Hammer and wife Sara Kate
of Kannapolis, NC are excited to
announce the birth of their first
child Kirk Ellis, born May 21,
2003. Scott is currently finishing
his last year of residency in
family practice.
Jennifer King of Charlottesville,
VA has been selected a Co-Chief
Resident in Emergency Medicine
at the University of Virginia,
while Merritt Van Pelt has been
chosen Chief Resident in
Emergency Medicine for 2003-04
at Thomas Jefferson University
Hospital.
'02
Ethan Wasserman and wife
Michelle of Highland Park, NJ
announce the birth of their
second daughter, Eliana Devora,
on July 7, 2003.
'03
Kathleen Settle, after doing a
year of medicine-preliminary
training at George Washington
University in Washington, DC,
will be going to the University of
Maryland Medical Center for
postgraduate training in
radiation oncology.
Postgraduate Alumni
Doris Bartuska END'58 of
Philadelphia was inducted into
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the International Women in
Medicine Hall of Fame, of the
American Medical Women's
Association, this past June in
Washington, DC. This year's
event celebrated women
physicians who were among the
first to be board certified in their
specialties and subspecialties.
Doris was one of the first
certified in endocrinology when
that specialty's boards originated
in 1972.
For almost 50 years, Dr.
Bartuska has been an advocate
for women pursing positions of
leadership in medicine and the
sciences. "I came from a small
town in the Pennsylvania coal
region where few went to
college," she says. "I never
believed that medicine was a
realistic career for me. At
Bucknell Junior College (now
Wilkes University), the head of
the science department noticed
my aptitude for science and
changed my point of view. I had
very supportive professors at
Bucknell, who urged me to
continue my studies."
She is currently Emeritus
Professor of Medicine
(Endocrinology) at Drexel
University School of Medicine.
She has been the Director of the
Division of Endocrinology,
Diabetes and Metabolism at the
Medical College of
Pennsylvania, and is a past
President of the Medical Staff at
MCP. Dr. Bartuska served as
President of the American
Medical Women's Association in
1988, and President of the
Philadelphia County Medical
Society. Dr. Bartuska continues
to be a leader in organized
medicine, currently serving as a
Delegate to the Pennsylvania
Medical Society and member of
the Committee to Nominate
Delegates to the American
Medical Association.
Arturo Hervada PD'58 defended
his PhD thesis this past April in
Santiago de Compostela, Spain.
His title was "Art and

ESSAY
Tuberculosis: Composers,
Painters, Poets, and Novelists as
Victims of Tuberculosis." After a
40-minute presentation he spent
almost two hours answering
questions. His work was given
the mark of summa cum laude.
Dr. Hervada, a Professor
Emeritus of Pediatrics at
Jefferson, is delighted with this
evidence that he is "still alive
with some functioning
neurons."
Peter DeLuca OSM '93, an
orthopaedic surgeon at
Hahnemann,University Hospital,
has been named one of the
official team physicians for the
Philadelphia Eagles. Dr. DeLuca
is now in his seventh season
with the Eagles. He specializes
in sports related injuries as an
Associate Professor of
Orthopaedic Surgery at Drexel
University College of Medicine.
He is also the team orthopaedic
surgeon for the Philadelphia
Flyers and the Philadelphia
Phantoms.
Mary-Elise Manuell EM'9G of
Paxton, MA is Clinical Director
of Education at St. Vincent's
Hospital at Worcester Medical
Center in Worcester, MA.
Christalene Saldanha AN'97 and
David Santamore AN'99 happily
announce the birth of their first
child, Megan Sophia, on June 3,
2003. Chris and David are
faculty members of the
University of Louisville
Department of Anesthesiology
in Louisville, KY.
Christopher Spagnuola OSM'02,
who specializes in sports
medicine, has joined the staff of
Monmouth Medical Center.
While at Jefferson he worked as
an assistant team physician to
Major League Baseball's
Philadelphia Phillies as well as
the Philadelphia Wings National
Lacrosse Team. He resides in
Fair Haven, NJ.

Renewal in Medicine: The Medical College Building
by E. J. Caterson MD PhD, Class of '03
June 4, 2003 (two days before graduation)
I can remember vividly my time as a first year
medical student being infatuated with the good
fortune of being accepted into the medical school
of both my choice and my family legacy. At that
time, I was active in a surgical organization,
Operation Smile, which performs cleft lip and
palate repairs for underprivileged children around
the world. I can remember that it was a bright
spring day when I had the honor of escorting a
visiting Operation Smile professor from Honduras
for a tour around the Jefferson campus. While
touring we were prompted by our perusal of The
Gross Clinic, the
sculpture of The
Winged Ox, and the
numerous portraits of
past professors and
contributors to the
Jefferson community,
to chat about the rich
history of Jefferson.
The surgeon
conveyed to me the
importance of our
reverence for our
teachers and mentors
of prior generations
and how he was so
impressed to see their
legacy openly
celebrated. This
prompted me to take
him to two of my
favorite locations on
campus. The first
location was the
second floor of the
Curtis building where there is a plaque dedicated
by the JMC Alumni Association. It reads, "To the
students of Jefferson: Our medical college was
established in 1825 through the vision, initiative
and generosity of a small group of physicians.
Loyal alumni and friends have since contributed
to its support and traditions. These benefactors
ask no returns save that you make the most of the
opportunities they have helped to provide. And
that you, as future alumni, carry on their faith in
you, in medicine, and in Jefferson."
This plaque sums up the feeling of countless
alumni and friends of Jefferson and speaks to my
personal gratitude for the opportunities that were
given to me by this institution. After visiting the
plaque we made another stop at the

inconspicuous entrance of the medical college
building on Walnut Street. We stopped at the
steps within the entrance of this building and
simply made an observation. I assume that many
of you, as alumni, have walked up and down these
stairs to McClellan Hall countless times in your
tenure at Jefferson but maybe you have not
noticed the subtleties of the staircase at this
entrance. However, if you have ever had the
opportunity to stop and observe these steps you
have found bevels worn into the marble slabs in
the most heavily traveled locations. The building
dates from 1929 and I presume that these marble
stairs so beveled were the product of the passage
of countless medical
students, interns,
residents, and
academic faculty. I
used to remember
walking these steps
myself and
wondering who else
had walked them
before me, and who
else had worn down
the marble in a
march towards their
future. Today, I
walked into the
medical college
building for the first
time in some time,
because the entrance
had been closed for
"remodeling" for the
past several weeks.
To my surprise I
entered and found a
set of new and
pristine marble stairs leading up into the building.
I paused at the foot of these new stairs and
thought for a moment that an offense had been
performed against all of those who had come
before me and had so diligently worn away that
marble one step at a time. And then the
perspective came to me that this was a symbolic
reminder that it is the duty of those in the present
to contribute and make new footsteps towards
Jefferson's rich tradition. I found this perspective
and these new stairs to climb two days prior to my
own graduation. I am glad that I have had the
honor and privilege to walk these stairs and I hope
that we, as the generation who have traversed
these new steps, will continue to make our
footprint in the future.
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Carolyn Runowicz 77, Director of the
University of Connecticut Cancer Center
Carolyn D. Runowicz '77, a nationally prominent expert in
gynecologic cancers and women's health, will begin serving in
October as Director of the Cancer Center at the University of
Connecticut Health Center, in Farmington.

programs at the health center and interconnecting those services
with basic research. By translating the work done in the laboratory
to the bedside, the health center is poised to make significant
progress in the prevention, early detection, and cure of cancer,"
she said.

Dr. Runowicz will also serve as Director of
Women's Health Services. She is currently a
Professor of Clinical Obstetrics and
Gynecology at Columbia University College
of Physicians and Surgeons and Vice Chair
of the Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology at St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital
in New York City.
Dr. Runowicz was the first woman
President of the Society of Gynecologic
Oncologists. She is also involved with the
American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists, and is a member of its
Hormone Replacement Therapy Task Force.
She is currently on the national board of the
American Cancer Society and has been
Chair of the Gynecologic Committee of the
National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and
Bowel Project (NSABBP), a leading national
organization in large scale cancer research,
since 1994.
"Under the direction of a nationally
established leader like Dr. Runowicz, all aspects of the health
center's cancer program will soar—including clinical services,
research, and education," said Peter J. Deckers MD, the health
center's Executive Vice President for Health Affairs, who recruited
Dr. Runowicz.
A native of Willimantic, Connecticut, Dr. Runowicz is a 1973
graduate of the University of Connecticut and a recipient of its
Distinguished Alumni Award. She said her decision to join UConn
was driven, in part, by its closeness to her roots. Also Dr. Runowicz
said she was attracted by the unique opportunity to help build
upon the existing strengths of the center's cancer program.
"I knew of the solid basic science program at the health center and
its need for a leader with clinical skills and a vision for the future,"
Dr. Runowicz said, adding that her vision for the UConn Cancer
Center is very clear. "Ultimately, I'd like to develop a strong center
with enough outstanding oncologists and translational and basic
science researchers, as well as a cancer control program, to become
a National Cancer Institute-designated cancer center," she said.
NCI designated centers are the nation's most elite cancer centers
and participate in broad based, interdisciplinary programs in cancer
research.
"I'm intrigued by the challenge of expanding the existing clinical
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Throughout her career, Dr. Runowicz has
achieved exceptional success. In addition
to her positions with St. Luke's-Roosevelt
Hospital and Columbia University College
of Physicians and Surgeons, she has held
academic positions at Albert Einstein
College of Medicine, where she served as
Professor and Director of the Division of
Gynecologic Oncology. She has also
served as Director of Gynecologic
Oncology Research for the women's health
service line of Continuum Health Partners
in New York City.
Dr. Runowicz has been involved with
research studies on ovarian cancer,
cervical cancer, and epithelial cancer. She
has written more than 100 contributions
to the medical literature, including
scientific abstracts and textbook chapters.
She is widely published in scholarly
journals including the American Journal of
Obstetrics and Gynecology, the Journal of
Clinical Oncology, and Cancer. She is a reviewer for journals that
include The New England Journal of Medicine and Cancer.
An outspoken advocate for women's health, Dr. Runowicz has
candidly shared insights from her own battle with breast cancer,
both in speaking appearances and in her 1995 book, To Be Alive: A
Woman's Guide to a Full Life After Cancer.
"I was too much of a public figure not to share my personal story
about breast cancer, and I hoped it would empower other patients,"
she said. As a result of her personal experience, she added, "I hope I
am more compassionate as a physician and have a better
understanding of what my patients are going through."
In 1994, Dr. Runowicz and her husband, Sheldon Cherry MD, a
gynecologist in New York City, co-authored The Menopause Book: A
Guide to Women's Health After 40. In 1999, she wrote Women and
Cancer: A Thorough and Compassionate Resource for Patients and Their
Families, with co-author Jeanne Petrek. A fourth book, The Cancer
Prevention Breakthrough, is in progress.
Dr. Runowicz trained in obstetrics and gynecology at Mount Sinai
School of Medicine. She was a Galloway Fellow at Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center, and also underwent fellowship training in
gynecologic oncology at Mount Sinai. JMC
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To Distribute Your Property According to Your Wishes
Without a will, the laws of your state determine who will receive your property after you
are gone. This may not reflect your preferences or the needs of those you want to benefit.
Likewise, an outdated will that does not reflect your current wishes and circumstances
may result in an undesirable distribution.

To Protect Your Loved Ones
Even with the availability of various estate planning alternatives, a properly drafted will
is the foundation of your planning. It is satisfying to know that you have provided for
your loved ones' long-term security.

To Create A Legacy
Your will should include provisions to save taxes and conserve your property for those
who will benefit. Provisions can include guidance and care for your children.
Remembering Jefferson in your will can help you achieve these goals and also enable
you to join The Jefferson Legacy Society.
There are many ways to make a testamentary gift. See the article in this issue for the creative
plan established by fellow Jeffersonians Dr. and Mrs. David Simons '46
For more information about wills or other estate planning opportunities:
• Complete and return the postcard in this magazine
• Call, toll free, Lisa Watson Repko, Jefferson Trusts and Estates,
at 1-877-JEFF GIFT (1-877-533-3443)
• E-mail your questions to jefftrust@jefferson.edu
• Visit the Jefferson Trusts and Estates website at http://www jefferson.edu/jeffgivingi
where you can also click on Jefferson's gift calculator to calculate estimated
benefits of a life income gift.

A Jefferson Planned Gift: An Investment in the Future
This advertisement is for illustrative purposes only and is based upon the Federal tax laws in effect on August 1, 2003. It should not be construed as
tax or legal advice. "Fhe laws and regulations of individual states are nor discussed. Please note that individual tax and legal circumstances may vary
and the laws arc subject to change. We recommend you consult your own attorney or tax advisor before making any financial decisions.

